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�;.	 5*=)	 9*55*+	 ).9;+(a<.	 >*%	
9*+9%.).	 9*+=)%<9)(*+	 (+	 .+5&%6	 (=	

4%.>&?%(9&)(*+!		
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/.%b	9*543.\	X.*5.)%(.=!	
�;.	4<%.	.\4%.==(*+	*>	 );.	 9*+9%.).			

d&=	 (+	 >&/*<%.	 )*	 );.	5*'.%+(=)	&%9;().9)=	
(+	 );.	 ?.X(++(+X	 *>	 );.	 ��c);	 9.+)<%b!	
�%9;().9)=	 3(6.	 �!	 $&9*?=.+	 ?<(3)	 4%*^.9)=	
d();	43&=).%.'	?%(96	)*	X(/.	);.	(54%.==(*+	

);&)	()	d&=	&	9*+9%.).	=)%<9)<%.!	
�;.	 (+'<=)%(&3(=.'	 4%*'<9)(*+	 *>	

4%.>&?!	.3.5.+)=	5&'.	 ()	4*==(?3.�	a<(963b	
)*	 ?<(3)	 %&)(*+&3	 &99*5*'&)(*+	 >*%	 );.	

4*=)d&%			d*%6(+X	93&==!
�;.	 <=.	 *>	 4%.>&?!	 9*+9%.).	 X*)	

=b++*+b5	d();	&	+.d	d&b	*>	3(/(+X	*<)=('.	
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&%.&=!	
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�*<+'	?<(3'(+X=	&%.	<+9*55*+	(+	);.	9()b	

X%('�	&+'	()=	'(=)(+9)(/.	=;&4.	(=	d;&)	X(/.=	);(=	

=)<'.+)�;*<=(+X	>&9(3()b	()=	('.+)()b�	d;(3.	&3=*	

%.(+>*%9(+X	&	=.+=.	*>	9*55<+()b	&5*+X	%.=('.+)=!

�;.	&%9;().9)=	d&+).'	)*	9%.&).	=4&9.	>*%	

?*);	);.	9*55<+()b	&+'	.&9;	%.=('.+)	?b	43&9(+X	
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��=	;*<=(+X	4%*^.9)	(+	�*4.+;&X.+=	
+.d	'(=)%(9)�	"%.=)&'.+�	=;*d=	;*d	=4&9(*<=	
'(/.%=()b	9&+	?.	&9;(./.'	d();	=)&+'&%'	4%.>&?	
9*+9%.).	.3.5.+)=!	

�;.	��	4%*^.9)	9*+=(=)=	*>	)d*	
=.4.%&).'	?<(3'(+X=�	);.	��?<(3'(+X	d();	��i	
&44&%)5.+)=	n_�	'(>>.%.+)	/(&%&?3.=o	&+'	);.	
��?<(3'(+X	d();	���	ni`	'(>>.%.+)	/(&%&?3.=o!		

�;.	&44&%)5.+)=	&%.	>%*5	mm	)*	�i�	5�	
>*%	?*);	?<(3'(+X	)b4.=!

�;.	9*+=)%<9)(/.	4%(+9(43.	(=	);.	3*&'�
?.&%(+X	d&33=�	�*+X()<'(+&3	4%.>&?	.3.5.+)=	
*>	9*+9%.).	(+	3.+X);=	*>	i`�	95	&+'	���	95	
&%.	<=.'	(+	);.	.+)(%.	?<(3(+X	=)%<9)<%.	=(543b	
?.9&<=.	*>	()=	3*d	4%(9.		�	?*);	)*	4<%9;&=.	
&+'	&==.543.!	

�4.9(&3	&99*55*'&)(*+	*>	+*+�?.&%(+X	
>&9&'.=	&+'	&+b	&''()(*+&3	4&%)()(*+=	&%.	+*)	
3*&'�?.&%(+X!

	�.*43.	9&+	&99.==	);.	&4&%)5.+)=	
>%*5	&	9.+)%&3	9*%%('*%	);&)	9<)=	);%*<X;	
);.	?<(3'(+X	/*3<5.	&+'	*4.+=	<4	)*d&%'=	
'&b3(X;)	&+'	/(.d=	&)	.&9;	.+'!	�;.	9*%%('*%=	
9%.&).	9*++.9)(*+=	)*	.3./&)*%=	&+'	=)&(%9&=.=	
&+'	><+9)(*+	&=	&	3*9&3	9*55<+()b	d;.%.	
4.*43.	9&+	5..)	=4*+)&+.*<=3b	&+'	9;(3'%.+	
9&+	43&b!	�;.	9.+)%&3	;&33d&b	><+9)(*+	&=	&	
4<?3(9	=4&9.�	(5()&)(+X	%&+'*5	?<33.)	;*3.=	
4.+.)%&)(+X	);.	?<(3'(+X!

�	=(5(3&%	3*X(9	*>	);.	'(&X*+&3	=3&?	(=	
<=.'	(+	);.	�	?<(3'(+X�	&3);*<X;	(+	);(=	9&=.	()	
(=	?%*6.+	'*d+	(+)*	=5&33.%	4*%)(*+=!	�.%.�	);.	
)b4*3*Xb	*>	�.	�*%?<=(.%p=	�+()l	'p;&?()&)(*+	
(=	%.(+).%4%.).'	&+'	5<)&).'�	);.	9.+)%&3	
9*%%('*%=	&%.	=;*%)	&+'	%.9.(/.	3(X;)	>%*5	?*);	
.+'=!	�+'(/('<&3	).%%&9.=	&%.	&33	*+	);.	=*<);	
>&9(+X	=('.	*>	);.	?<(3'(+X�	&+'	);.	%**>	).%%&9.	
9&+	?.	%.&9;.'	>%*5	);.	9.+)%&3	9*%%('*%=!

�;.	&4&%)5.+)=	&%.	9;&%&9).%(Q.'	?b	);.	
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4%.>&?!	.3.5.+)=!
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).9)*+(9=!

�;.	&''()(/.	.3.5.+)	(+	�)Q*+=	&%9;().9)<%.	(=	);.	
>*<+'&)(*+	>*%	);.	?<(3'(+X!	�.	=)&%)=	d();	);.	9*54*+.+)=	
&+'	9%.&).=	&	;*3(=)(9	&%9;().9)<%.�	d;.%.	.&9;	.3.5.+)	(=	&	
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Maillart / Isler

Soboczynski

HISTORICAL SWISS CONCRETE 
ENGINEERING is mainly presented by 

two engineers of the last two centuries. 
The fi rst one is Robert Maillart. a swiss civil 
engineer of the 19th century. He became 
famous in his life for totally optimized 
concrete bridge constructions.  One of 
the famoust bridges he created is the 
Salginatobel Bridge in Switzerland.
The second one ist Heinz Isler. He is a 
engineer of the early twentieth century. 
His own development is connected to the 
experiences of Robert Maillart. He created 
totally optimized concrete shell 
constructions. In his life he planned and 
realized about 1400 shell constructions. 
So he became the worlds most popular 
concrete shell designer.
Both of them were not only optimizing 
their constructions in a technical way. 
They tried to understand the usage of 
the construction material concrete. That 
means that they tried to understand the 
properties of concrete before designing 
their work. So the design is or should be a 
result of the material. By trying that, both of 
them created an individual way of fi nding 
engineering solutions by observing the used 
material in its natural properties. .

ROBERT MAILLART
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 ROBERT MAILLART
 Robert Maillart (February 6, 1872 - 

April 5, 1940) was a swiss civil engineer.
He was one of the most important 
developers in reinforced concrete by 
creating designes as the three-hinged 
arch, the deck-stiffened arch, and the 
mushroom slab. His most famous building, 
the Salginatobel Bridge, is still working and 
daily used.

 EDUCATION
 Maillart attended the Federal 
Institute of Technology in Zurich. Maillart 
did not excel in academic theories, 
but understood the necessity to make 
assumptions and visualize when analyzing 
a structure. In the 1900’s it was regular to 
utilize shapes that could be analyzed easily 
by using mathematics. This overuse of 
mathematics annoyed Maillart, as he greatly 
preferred to stand back and use common 
sense to predict full-scale performance. 
He rarely tested his bridges prior to 
construction, only upon completion would 
he verify the bridge was adequate. The 
testing of Maillart’s designs was often 
performed by Maillart himself. This attitude 

SALGINATOBEL BRIDGE
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towards bridge design and construction 
was what provided him with his innovative 
designs.

 PERSONAL BACKGROUND
 A major challenge Maillart had to 
overcome was the Communist Revolution 
in Russia. Just before the revolution, 
Czarist Russia had begun to industrialize. 
Maillart’s fi rm prospered by working on 
large projects there. However, Maillart 
was unaware of the start of World War I 
and was stuck along with his family there. 
In 1916 his wife died and the Communist 
Revolution caused him to lose his entire 
fortune. Maillart and his three children 
returned to Switzerland as refugees. 

 DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF 
 REINFORCED CONCRETE
 The fi rst use of concrete as a major 
bridge construction material was in 1856. It 
was used to form a multiple-arch structure 
on the Grand Maître Aqueduct in France. 
The concrete was cast in its crudest form, a 
huge mass without reinforcement. Later in 
the nineteenth century, engineers explored 
the possibilities of reinforced concrete as 
a structural material. They found that the 
concrete carried compressive forces, while 
steel bars carried the tension forces. This 
made concrete an even better material 
for structures. Joseph Monier, from 
France, is credited with being the fi rst to 
understand the principles of reinforced 
concrete. He embedded an iron-wire 
mesh into concrete. He also perfected the 
technique of pre-stressing concrete, which 
leaves permanent compressive stresses 
in concrete arches. By the early twentieth 
century reinforced concrete became an 
acceptable substitute in construction for 
all previous structural materials, such as 



stone, wood, and steel. People like Joseph 
Monier, had developed useful methods for 
design and construction, but no one had 
invented new forms that showed the full 
aesthetic nature of reinforced concrete. 
Robert Maillart had an intuition and genius 
that could entirely exploit the aesthetic of 
concrete. He designed three-hinged arches 
in which the deck and the arch ribs were 
combined to produce closely integrated 
structures that evolved into stiffened 
arches of very thin reinforced concrete 
and concrete slabs. The Schwandbach 
Bridge (1933) and the Salginatobel 
Bridge (1930) are classic examples of 
Maillart’s deck stiffened arch bridges 
and three-hinged arch bridges. In 1991, 
the American Society of Civil Engineers 
declared the Salginatobel Bridge a Historic 
Civil Engineering Landmark. In 2001, the 
British Trade Journal, “Bridge – Design 
and Engineering,” voted the Salginatobel 
Bridge the most beautiful bridge of the 
century . These designs went beyond the 
common boundaries of concrete design 
in Maillart’s time. Both of the bridges 
mentioned above are great examples of 
Maillart’s ability to simplify design in order 
to allow for maximum use of materials and 
to incorporate the natural beauty of the 
structure’s environment. The Salginatobal 
bridge opened in August 13, 1930. It is 
located in Schiers, Switzerland. But Maillart 
is not known only for his design of bridges, 
but also for his revolutionary column design 
in a number of buildings. One of his most 
famous is the design of the columns in 
the water fi ltration plant in Rorschach, 
Switzerland. Maillart decided to abandon 
standard methods of the time in order to 
create “the more rational and more beautiful 
European method of building”. Maillart’s 
design of the columns included fl aring 

INN-BRIDGE today

TAVANASA-BRIDGE in the 20´s

INN-BRIDGE in the 20´s
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the tops of the columns to reduce the 
bending moment in the beams between the 
columns. The reason that the moment was 
so greatly reduced was because the tops 
of the columns were fl ared out, forming 
slight arches, making it easier to directly 
transfer the loads from the beams to the 
columns. Maillart also fl ared the bottom of 
the columns to reduce the pressure (force 
per area) on a certain point of the soil 
foundation. By fl aring the bottoms of the 
columns, the area of the load was more 
widely distributed, therefore reducing the 
pressure over the soil foundation. Many of 
Maillart’s predecessors had modeled this 
method using wood and steel, but Maillart 
was revolutionary in being the fi rst to use 
concrete for this method. The reason he 
used concrete was because although 
the structure would technically be above 
ground, it must support a large mound 
of earthen material for insulation against 
freezing. Since concrete is very good in 
compression situations, it was the perfect 
material to support a large, unmoving mass 
of earth.

 ANALYTICAL METHODS
 By the second half of the 
nineteenth century, major advances 
in design theory, graphic statics, and 
knowledge of material strengths had been 
achieved. As the nineteenth century neared 
its end, the major factor contributing to 
the need for scientifi c design of bridges 
was the railroads. Engineers had to know 
the precise levels of stresses in bridge 
members, in order to accommodate the 
impact of trains. The fi rst design solution 
was obtained by Squire Whipple in 1847. 
His major breakthrough was that truss 
members could be analyzed as a system 
of forces in equilibrium. This system, 

FLIENGLIBACH-BRIDGE construction site
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known as the “method of joints,” permits 
the determination of stresses in all known 
members of a truss if two forces are known. 
The next advance in design was the 
“method of sections,” developed by Wilhelm 
Ritter in 1862. Robert Maillart learned the 
analytical methods of his era, but he was 
most infl uenced by the principles developed 
by his mentor, Wilhelm Ritter, mentioned 
above. Maillart studied under Ritter, who 
had three basic principles of design. 
The fi rst of these was to value calculations 
based on simple analysis, so that 
appropriate assumptions could be made 
based on common sense. 
The second was to consider carefully the 
construction process of the structure, not 
just the fi nal product. 
The last principle was to test a structure 
always with full-scale load tests. 
All these principles are an adaptation 
of the available techniques, but with an 
emphasis on the careful study of previously 
built structures. At the time of Maillart and 
Ritter, other designers preferred that their 
designs evolve from previously successful 
structures and designs. German engineers 
and scientists had developed elaborate 
mathematical techniques, and were 
confi dent that they did not need practical 
load tests of their designs developed 
using those techniques. However, these 
techniques did not encourage designers 
to think of unusual shapes, because 
those shapes could not be completely 
analyzed using the available mathematical 
techniques. Ritter’s principles did allow for 
uncommon shapes.

MAILLART COLUMN in Rorschach
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 HEINZ ISLER
 Heinz Isler (FIg. 1.1) was born on 
the 26 July 1926 in Switzerland. 

 EDUCATION AND PERSONAL 
 BACKGROUND
 Isler pursued his early studies 
fi rst at primary school then, from 1939, at 
the high school. There were only a few 
subjects that he did not like at school and 
he believes that although he had many 
talents they were nothing special, One 
particular talent that Heinz Isler had,were 
his skiIls in sketching and watercolour 
painting. This was recognised by his 
teachers and in 1944 he was encouraged 
to mount an exhibition of his work (much 
of it having been done when he was just 
16 years old). Most of the sketches and 
paintings were of the Swiss countryside. 
This sensitivity for the natural world is 
expressed in the quiet beauty of the shell 
forms that he has designed in the way that 
they merge more easily into the landscape 
than other buildings.
The only speculation about the future 
direction of his life that Heinz Isler 
remembers was in a conversation with 
a school friend, when he was about 17 
years old. He recalls that one day when 
walking round the school playground with 
a friend, he said that “I think I may do 
research”. His fi rst passion was for painting 
and art but his father did not consider 
that to be an appropriate career and 
declared that he would only allow his son 
to take this up once his son had acquired 
a proper profession. Before making a 
fi nal decision, on leaving school in 1945. 
The young Heinz Isler decided to study 
civIl engineenng at the Swiss Technical 
Universlty (Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule - or ETH) in Zürich.

PAVILION for the cement industry of R. Maillart
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Choosing to study thin shells as his 
dissertation project, which was supervised 
by Prof. Pierre Lardy (1903-1958), he 
became fascinated with the subject that was 
to become his life’s work. 
Once Isler had graduated, Professor Lardy 
invited him to work as his assistant, for 
teaching and consultancy, at the ETH. Here 
for over two years, from january 1951
to May 1953, Isler gained valuable 
experience of the behaviour of structures 
as he assisted Lardy in his investigations 
of failed structures. After Isler, in this 
capacity, there followed the renowned 
bridge designer Chnstian Menn, for whose 
work Isler has a great respect. Commenting 
about one of Menn’s bridges over the River 
Aare in Bern, a simple three span concrete 
tapered box girder, Isler said that the form 
was perfect and very elegant, you could not 
remove ten centimetres from anywhere.’ It 
was during this time as assIstant that Isler 
was exposed to the use of model tests as 
a method of exploring the behaviour of 
structures, as Lardy set up a laboratory to 
carry out such testing, following his visit to 
Torroja’s research facilities in Madrid.
But he still applied to art schools and was 
accepted at the Academy in Munich, on 
the basis of the work that he had produced 
when he was just 16 years old. In order to 
earn money to fi nance his art studies, he 
decided to work for some months and was 
offered a job in Burgdorf (to design a bndge) 
but when he arrived he was asked to work 
on a project for the roof of a concert hall
at the Hotel Kreuz, in Langental. This was 
the venture that was to launch him on his 
lifelong exploratIon of thin shells structures. 

 ANALYTICAL METHODS
 Isler had to desIgn a roof where the 
architect wanted just a cylindrical vault but 
with domed end sections over a tapering 

WOODEN FRAME INFLATED MEMBRANE MODEL
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rectangular plan. However, Isler did not 
like the straight line joining the two curved 
ends so he began to change the architect’s 
concept,  which , in section, had been a 
radius, a straight line and then another 
radius, a segment of a slight cone .
On a drawing board Isler tried to elaborate 
the new shape by sections transverse 
and diagonal sense. The shape of the 
wooden form work was to be defi ned by 
the ‘z’ co~ordinates (or height above a 
fi xed datum) of 400 points. However, the 
task that Isler undertook was really an 
lmpossible one because when one point 
or one curve had to be altered or adapted 
to new cross~sections, all the other 399 
points also changed. At that time no 
numerical method or computers existed 
to fi nd or defi ne such a free shape. Using 
a model made of wood, an approximation 
was checked and, fi nally, the form of the 
curved girders was established in tables.
At the end of this unnerving task to fi nd the 
new, more organic, shape one thing was 
clear to Isler: this was the fi rst but evidently 
also the last free-form shaped shell he 
would ever build.
Worse still, the shape, as built, of the 
concert hall shell, in spite of its excellent 
technical performance, did not please 
Isler aestheucally. It was as he describes 
‘somethmg like a plum’. However, just 
near the end of the painstaking defi nition 
of the shape something happened, which 
would have a decisive impact on Isler’s 
professlonal career. One night, returning 
from the offl ce to his lodgings in the early 
hours of the morning (exhausted from 
struggling with the geometry of the shell), 
Isler was suddenly struck by the shape of 
the plumped-up pillow on his bed. This was 
just what he had been searching for, a form 
with a continuously curved surface. He had 
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been seeking such a shape for months,
yet the pillow made it automatically, instantly 
and without any effort.
Isler realised immediately that this was 
the solution. Not the drawing board, not 
imagination, nor a mathematical formula but 
a physical model was the way.
If he made a technical pillow with the 
necessary precision (which was not diffi cult 
for him, following his apprenticeshlp with 
Lardy) the task could be solved elegantly. 
Thls was maybe the origin of the ‘bubble’ 
shells.
The discovery also changed Isler’s life. He 
saw that nobody had the vision, patience 
or capability to follow the logical way. He 
saw the potential for the creatIon of many 
beautiful objects and so abandoned his idea 
of studying art at the Academy of Munich. 
By the chance observation of the shape 
of the pillow on his bed, Isler’s intention to 
work in Burgdorf for just a few months has 
now extended to a stay of over 40 years.
Two years after starting this new avenue of
discovery Isler went to see his venerable 
teacher and mentor, Professor Lardy, to 
reveal his new ideas. Lardy was amazed 
with the revelation of his ex-student and 
assistant and might have pursued academic 
research in this fi eld with Isler if he wouldn´t 
have died a short time later.

 FIRST CONGRESS OF THE 
 INTERNATIONAL
 ASSOCIATION FOR SHELL 
 STRUCTURES
 The most important event in  
ringing Isler’s innovative method of form-
fi nding of shells to the engineenng and 
architectural establishment came in 1959. 
In that year, the intemationally recognised 
shell builder Eduardo Torroja presided 
over the First Congress of the International 
Association for Shell Structures, in Madrid. 

GRÖTZINGEN OUTDOOR THEATRE
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Today this same Organisation is still 
excisting, as the International Association 
for Shell and Spatial Structures (IASS), 
based in Madrid. Heinz Isler is now a 
member of its Executive Council. Although
Isler had presented his ideas earlier at 
smaller Conferences in Amsterdam 1955 
and Oslo 1957, this was the occasion when 
the world of thin concrete shell building 
was confronted with a new way of fi nding 
shell forms. Isler arrived late for the Madrid 
congress, just in time to present his paper 
entitled New shapes for shells. Therefore, 
he did not initially have time to appreciate 
the eminence of his audience before he 
started to speak. The paper he presented 
contained a brief summary of its contents, 
little more than one page of text and nine 
lllustrations and yet, of all the papers given 
at this congress, this one stimulated the 
longest discussion. Time for discussion 
was limited to approximately ten minutes 
for each paper. However, for Heinz Isler’s 
contnbution, Professor Torroja allowed a 
debate of about 45 minutes in total.
The text discussed three methods of 
formfi nding, “the freely shaped hill, the 
membrane under pressure and the hanging 
cloth reversed’, stating that these led to 
the generation of a large number of shell 
forms.
Despite its brevity the effect of the paper
was dramatic and instantaneous. In an 
account of the discussion printed together 
with the paper in the Bulletin of IASS the 
discussion amounts to about 300 lines 
whereas the paper contains approximately 
50 lines of text. And yet not all of the 
debate was reported!
Later in his life he became than famous 
for planning and building over 1400 shell 
constructions including an optimized usage 
of concrete. 
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INSULAT-
ING / LIGHT-

WEIGHT 
CONCRETE

BALÁZS 
JELINEK

INSULATING CONCRETE is always light. 

The contradiction of load bearing and insulation 

performance is always a choice to make in a design 

process. To achieve a great U value and have a well 

insulated structure it is necessary to lower the weight 

as much as possible. But at the same time there is 

a requirement to have a strong construction which 

can hold the parts above and transmit the forces to 

the ground without breaking. To meet these criterias 

the most common way is creating two layers, one for 

insulation and one for load bearing. The lightweight, 

insulating concrete gives us the chance to do it in 

one layer and save space in the building.

The defi nition of lightweight concrete sets its 

density to be lower than 2000 kg/m3. Lowering the 

density of a material provides a growing insulation 

performance. But it should not be forgotten that a 

certain thickness is necessary in case of a slab or 

wall to bear the load coming from the structures 

supported by the element.

TWO BASIC TYPES of insulating concrete exist nowadays.

The fi rst type is made like regular concrete but with an additional 

material which blows up the whole structure during the drying 

process. It is like a cookie, it creates little bubbles in the concrete and 

extend the size of one kilogramm of this material lowering its density. 

With this procedure they can create bricks like Ytong or they can add 

it at the building site but that requires a lot of experience and a very 

careful proportion of the additional material. Therefore it is used more 

in prefabricated structures where the actual ratio could be controlled 

much better.

The other way to create lightweight concrete is to replace or 

complement the gravel or pebbles in the recipe of the concrete with 

something much lighter. Presenting some of these materials and the 

way they use them is the aim of this chapter. It can be something 

regular as styrofoam pearls or something extraordinary as cherry 

seed. Taking their advantages and disadvantages into consideration, 

thinking about their environmental impact and price, their gray energy 

and environmentally friendly qualities it is possible to see how the 

concrete of our grandchildren’s will look like.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXTERNAL INSULATION LAYER

GAS CONCRETE, LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE BLOCKS

LECA CONCRETE, LWC WITH LIGHT EXPANDED CLAY AGGREGATE



WHAT IS IT? Leca is an acronym term for 

light expanded clay aggregate which is produced in 

rotary kiln at about 1200 degrees.

LECA CONCRETE

LIGHTNESS of Leca is for the multi-

separated air spaces which exist inside and among 

the aggregates, density of aggregates, depending 

on the size of Leca, Is fl uctuated from 380 to 710 

kg/m3.

THERMAL INSULATION. Referring to test 

carried out by Iran Building and Housing Research 

Center, thermal conductivity coeffi cient for Leca 

aggregate is about 0.09 < ¢ < 0.101 and for Leca 

concrete 0.208 W/mK with density of 800 kg/m3.

SOUND INSULATION. Leca aggregate and 

block are among the best insulating materials and 

according to conducted tests, sound in Leca blocks 

with 10 cm width and 15 cm width respectively fades 

45db and 46 db and refers to relavant standards 

codes are suitable for most of purposes.

FIRE RESISTANCE. Since Leca aggregates 

are exposed to 1200 degrees temperature in rotary 

kiln, these aggregates are suitable fi re resistance 

and have already passed the practical test during 

the producing process. Walls made of Leca blocks 

(about 130 kg/m) can resist 3 hours against fi re and 

fi re stretch which should be considered a crucial 

safety element.

WATER ABSORPTION. For closed inside 

porousness, average water absorption of Leca 

aggregate (0-25 mm) is about 18 percent of volume 

in saturated state during 72 hours.
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LECA IN CONSTRUCTION

Lightweight aggregates concrete:

In all the cases which lightening and insulation 

should be considered in buildings, Leca light weight 

aggregate (structural& non- structural) comparing 

to autoclaved aerated concrete, foam concrete 

or concrete made of pumice or scoria has a wider 

range of applicability.

Leca lightweight concrete block:

Leca back is produced by mixing of Leca 

aggregates, Cement, sand and water. Using of Leca 

aggregate decreases the concrete density.

ADVANTAGES:

1- Lightening up to 30% of dead load.

2- Self thermal & Sound Insulation

3- Appropriate Behavior in Earthquake.

Low Module of elasticity of Leca Concrete, and having cement 

base material as well as its mortar, in addition to the lightness, 

reduces the destructive effects of earthquake on structure. Shapes 

of Leca blocks are designed for conducting vertical mortar in joints 

which minimizes the rubble threat. Referring to mentioned reasons, 

using of Leca blocks prevents buildings from asymmetric settlement 

and other detrimental side effects. 

4- Physical Operation:

Leca Blocks are suitable for any physical operation like cutting, 

nailing, transfi xing and ridge extending to make proper route for wire, 

pipe and othe installing components without any cracking.

5- Accelerating Construction, Saving time, Labor, and material:

For lightness and different sizes and dimensions of Leca 

blocks, walling up could be done in high speed which leads to save 

time, labor and material.

6- Safe for Installation:

Being chemically neutral, Leca aggregate and blocks are the 

best bed for buiding installation and prevent pipe and wires from 

decay. Leca blocks are designed in a way not to be only lightweight 

but cover all required.
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FLOORING AND ROOFING. Lightness, 

insulating, durability, non-decomposability, 

structural stability, and chemical neutrality features 

are collected in Leca as the best lightweight 

aggregate for fl ooring and roofi ng and in the most 

suitable and reasonable replacement for pumice, 

scoria and polystyrene, moreover Leca aggregates 

are used to mark insulating lightweight concrete 

for all fl oors substructures under stone, marble or 

ceramic etc. Wasting energy is 35% through the 

roofs while it is 15% for the walls.



STYROFOAM CONCRETE is another 

option to create lightweight insulating blocks or 

fi llings like the base for fl ooring. It has more or 

less the same effect like the LECA but it is less 

environmentally friendly. While the leca is a natural 

material the styrofoam is an artifi cal insulation which 

needs a lot of energ to be produced.

Therefore even if its performance is really good 

it stands here as a negative examplev not meeting 

the sustainable criterias of nowadays. Althought it is 

worse than LECA the concrete with cley aggregate 

itself is not the best solution either. Thinking about 

the production process one could notice that to 

create those little balls a lot of energy and heat is 

wanted. Than the question is raised: how could we 

replace these elements in the lightweight concrete? 

What material should we use which has a much less 

grey energy and which is more sustainable?
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PAPERCRETE is a lightweight concrete 

using recycled paper as an additional material to 

decrease the weight of the concrete. This technic 

comes from America where it was developed 

during the trials to lower the construction costs 

of an anevarge family house in the middle of the 

century. Using peprcrete one can reduce not just 

the construction costs but he can build it by himself 

saving more money on the workers due to its very 

simple and easy use.

The only thing which is really necessary is of 

course the paper. It can be old newspaper or hard 

paperboard. First step is to put it in water and leave it 

there for a while until it becomes soft than mix it with 

a mixer. Adding it to the concrete it can be even 80% 

of the mixture. It is important to have at least 10 % of 

cement in the concrete, the rest is water and sand. 

It is hard to ruin the proportion of the water because 

if it is too few than it is not liquid enough so one can 

not work with it but if it is too much it will evaporate 

later on.

This dollop could be used to create block or it 

can be pourred. The ready bricks can be cut with a 

regular saw.

The performance is close to the insulating 

bricks, but the grey energy involved is way less. 

The U value of a 30 cm wall is 0,8 W/m2K but at the 

same time the construction is very strong and able 

to handle tension which is not possible with regular 

concrete.

It is fi reproof due to the mineral ingredients 

protecting the paper, it has no vapour barrier effect 

and it is very light.
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REED, WOODCHIPS, STRAW are also 

materials which could be used as part of the light 

concrete mixture. The procedure is similar to the 

papercrete or the LECA concrete (using these 

materials as fi llings in the concrete decreasing the 

density and increasing the performance), but these 

materials could be used differently constructing a 

building. Shortly mentioning the wood bricks which 

are fi lled with concrete or the buildings with their 

walls created of straw blocks it is easy to see that 

these natural materials are living their renaissance 

in construction not just in relation to lightweight 

concrete.
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CHERRY SEED is a very natural and 

green alternative to the LECA in leightweight 

concrete structures. The idea is to use the hard 

seeds of the cherry and sour cherry left behind 

after the conservation process, which is a really 

environmentally friendly and sustainable thought.

After putting the seeds for a week in salty 

water they get boiled and cleaned. After they dried 

they pack them in big bags and they are ready to 

use. The wieght of the cherry seed concrete is one 

sixth of the regular concrete but it is just as much 

loadbearing as the other one.

Just like in the case of the other natural 

ingredients the cherry seed concrete is a fi re- and 

frost-proof but at the same time not airtight and 

does not act as a vapour barrier.

Starting to use these natural materials in our 

buildings the human race took the fi rst step on the 

path toward a better future, a better city and a better 

life.



1932-1933
STUDIO HOUSE BILL
ZURICH - HÖNGG
Max Bill

DEVELOP-
MENT OF 

SWISS 
CONCRETE 
ARCHITEC-

TURE

ALES 
HANAK

Max Bill, today world-famous as a painter and sculptor, viewed 

himself throughout his life as an architect and as one who, according 

to his own statements, specifi cally deals with aesthetic questions to 

do with industrial methods and with the relation of architecture and 

art.

He did not yet use an industrial building system designed 

by himself, but selected a system of concrete planks to whom his 

attention was drawn by his friend, the engineer Carl Hubacher. The 

system Bill selected was introduced in 1930 by the engineer Karl 

Kieser from Zollikon and was later patented in a number of countries. 

The coffered, 20-centimeter-wide, 7-centimeter-thick concrete 

elements were placed with the smooth side facing outwards and 

were covered on the inside with roofi ng paper making the coffers 

into air pockets. The interior fi nish was provided by cement-bound 

wood fi bre panels. Pumice chips were inserted in between to achieve 

good insulation values. The advantages of this building system were 

clear: in comparison to standard building methods the Kieser wall 

construction was only 24 cm thick, thus considerably lighter, and 

provided improved thermal insulation and an appreciable amount of 

additional space. The drying-out period was also reduced to half the 

normal time. Finally, the simple method of fi tting the elements did not 

require a skilled team of workers.

The reduction of building costs in the Höngg house was just 

as important to Bill as the short drying-out period. He deliberately 

dispensed with a casual relationship between the constructional 

disposition and the architectural expression as called for by Le 

Corbusier in his Five Points for A new Architecture. The concrete 

columns in the basement of the studio house may well quote Le 

Corbusier’s pilotis but they in no respect signal a frame building. 

Chosen for practical reasons, they are part of an architecture 

characterized by notions which derive from the visual arts. In 1932-

1933 Bill restricted himself to applying these notions rationally using 

the Kieser system. By utilizing the imperfection of the concrete plank 

method for his aesthetic intentions and taking an extremely pragmatic 

approach he once again demonstrated his ability to incorporate 

dissimilar, discovered or given elements in his concept – a quality 

that was characteristic of “concrete architecture” and which today, 

following the failure of the great prefabrication projects of the boom 

years, could be of particular interest.
Monica Gili: Max Bill Architect; Editorial Gustavo Gili, SA, 2004; p.44-49.
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PREFABRICATED CONCRETE PLANKS



1950-1955
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
ULM
Max Bill

The complex is articulated as separate building units or tracts 

according to the functions working, living and community – similar to, 

albeit using a different formal language, Walter Gropius’ Bauhaus in 

Dessau (1925-1926). 

In the defi nite building project a purely rational structure is 

juxtaposed to an organic one in such a way as to create a whole. 

The circulatory system, positioned like a backbone and following 

the topographical lines, joins the single building elements into one 

organism. As opposed to the school’s orthogonal volumes, this spine 

bears its own design; as a narrow corridor it penetrates the volume 

of the studio terrace house, taking the form of an open pergola or 

a funnel-shaped meeting area. The most striking, and in a sense 

emblematic, part of the complex as a whole is the so-called “saw 

blade”, whose name is derived from its triangular plan with incisions 

for the staircases. It is the central circulation area in the main building 

around which the various teaching and communal spaces are 

grouped. Externally it exerts a decisive infl uence on the form and 

orientation of the building.

All the elements of the building are based on a basic structural 

unit of 6 x 6 m. This consists of four columns and two beams. A 

secondary structure resting on the beams is made of prefabricated 

concrete elements. The clearance of this frame is 3 m. For the facades 

Bill used a second order that employs a regular axial distance of three 

meters between uprights. This allowed him to build all the facades 

using the same elements. In addition the edges of the concrete 

elements were bevelled, so that the surface of the facades has a 

network of fi ne joints. For the square window openings Bill developed 

a geometrical schema consisting of four horizontal and three vertical 

bays, allowing various subdivisions with different proportions.
Monica Gili: Max Bill Architect; Editorial Gustavo Gili, SA, 2004; p.108-49.
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“Despite the subdued brutality in the character of its 

construction, the school’s design is basically organized around light. 

Natural illumination for the room is provided from diverse sources. 

The subtle upside-down bay windows in the facades, as well as the 

loggias that defi ne each of the eight constructed bodies, functionally 

use light in a different way than would normally occur, and are aided 

by skylights located near the central backbone of the design…an axis 

that is modelled like a promenade, with junctions of passages and 

with indentations that are placed at regular intervals, in prospective, 

to assure the transparency of the empty space around which the 

building gels”. 
Francesco Dal Cò, “La pazienza delle cose” in Mario Botta, Architetture 1960-1985, Electa, Milano, 1985

1972-1977
SECONDARY SCHOOL
MORBIO INFERIORE (TICINO)
Mario Botta

IDENTICAL PERIMETER PILASTERS MADE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
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TENDENZA (CRITICAL REGIONALISM)

The late seventies and early eighties incontestably marked the 

point when Ticino architects began entering the international arena. 

Among these can be cited Mario Botta, Aurelio Galfetti, Luigi Snozzi 

and Livio Vacchini, whose most interesting schemes were for a time 

bracketed by some critics under the heading of Tendenza or “Critical 

Regionalism”. They were schemes that were often characterized 

by highly energized affi rmations, expressing a sense of optimism 

in relation to the capacity of architecture to provide responses to 

the anarchy and chaos of urbanized areas. They were grounded in 

legible design concepts that gave meaning to what would otherwise 

have remained a collection of scattered fragments. At a time when 

postmodernism was spreading in frenzied fashion, these Ticino 

schemes revealed a confi dence in certain modern architectural 

ideas, with reverence being paid to several of the grand masters. 
  Jacques Lucan et al.: A Matter of Art Contemporary Architecture in Switzerland; Birkhäuser 2001; p.52,53.



Losone gymnasium is unitary. It is a 56m x 31m rectangle 

featuring 144 identical perimeter pilasters that reach 8 metres high 

and are spaced at 70cm intervals; it has 4 corner stacks, a 1.4 meter-

thick roof composed of reticulated girders, and everything is made 

of reinforced concrete. It accommodates one undivided space, for 

all services are relegated to the basement.  The gymnasium fl oor is 

raised 1.4 meters above ground level, which invests the edifi ce with 

all the majesty of a temple. It certainly has temple-like proportions, 

with the entire scheme yielding to the implacable formula of unity: 

one structure = one form = one space.

In Livio Vacchini’s work, each project is another step towards 

greater abstraction – a quest for absolute assertions translated by 

a radical streamlining of design features. The result is an indivisible 

whole; no element can be subtracted. Vacchini compares the 

gymnasium with a dolmen, that most archaic of shapes: “It is a solid 

wall bearing a solid slab – a stone supporting a stone
Jacques Lucan et al.: A Matter of Art Contemporary Architecture in Switzerland; Birkhäuser 2001; p.116.

1990-1997
GYMNASIUM
LOSONE (TICINO)
Livio Vacchini

IDENTICAL PERIMETER PILASTERS MADE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
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Paspels school is a reinforced concrete monolith. Olgiati did not 

use right angles for the outside, so although at fi rst glance the exterior 

geometry seems simple, closer study reveals a chain-like reaction of 

slight distortions that shroud the building in an air of strangeness. 

Inside, however, each classroom on the fi rst and second fl oors has 

two right-angled sides that make up the walls of cruciform access 

corridors. In sum, then, the school can be interpreted as an exercise 

in the phenomenology of perception. This is further corroborated by 

the walls, ceilings and fl oors of the cruciform corridors whose grey 

bare concrete coldly refl ects the light that streams in through the 

windows overlooking the vedute. 

The classrooms contrast sharply with the access corridors for 

they radiate warm tones, being lined with timber walls, ceilings and 

fl ooring. The ensuing opposition between classrooms and corridors, 

between concrete and wood, and between large framed windows for 

the corridors and recessed windows for the classrooms paradoxically 

spawns an extremely coherent design. 
Jacques Lucan et al.: A Matter of Art Contemporary Architecture in Switzerland; Birkhäuser 2001; p.112.

“You have to understand the house is very exact, I mean 

very exact even by Swiss fabrication standards. The house can 

be compared to the watchmaker. The building had to be extremely 

precise. It would not have made any sense without that degree of 

precision. The architectural idea demanded it. I could not risk that this 

much concrete would end up looking like an underground garage”
  Markus Breitschmid: The Signifi cance of the idea in the Architecture of Valerio Olgiati; Niggli 2008; p.29.

1996-1998
SCHOOL
PASPELS
Valerio Olgiati

REINFORCED CONCRETE MONOLITH
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A mirror is being held up to Vaduz, the capital of Liechtenstein. 

The rapid transformation of a small farming village into a fi nancial 

metropolis has left its mark. The dark facade of the new art museum 

impressively refl ects the silhouette of the city against the mountains 

in the background. Even so, it is not the effect of distant images that 

gives the building such a vivid appearance, but its velvety surface, 

which at close range could be mistaken for dark terrazzo, and which 

awakens a desire to touch the stone. The combination of dark basalt 

chips and light pebbles from the bed of the Rhine lend the concrete its 

unforgettable character and at the same time integrate it marvellously 

into the surroundings. To achieve this shiny effect and render the 

individual constituents visible, ten grinders had to remove 5-7mm 

from the rough facade it could be sealed. Not the slurry customarily 

used in fair-face concrete, but inner-life of the material – and hence 

its actual bearing structure – has been made visible here. A mobile 

cement plant was needed to prevent the concrete from segregating 

during manufacture and pouring. The concrete mix was fi rst tested 

on a model construction until cracking no longer exceeded 0.3mm. 

Finding the correct concrete composition was a very instructive 

process, especially as the form of the aggregates deviated from 

the ideal spherical shape. The formwork had to be made absolutely 

impermeable in a few operations. In order to avoid shoulders, it was 

decided to use 8-metre-high concrete heads. The model construction 

revealed that the surface would have to be primed and care taken to 

avoid both pockets and segregation. The resulting building called to 

mind a huge stone monolith, reluctant o reveal its innermost treasure.     

Burkhard Fröhlich: Concrete Architecture Design and Construction; Birkhäuser 2002; p.57.

1998-2000
ART MUSEUM LIECHTENSTEIN
VADUZ
Meinrad Morger, Heinrich Degelo, Christian Kerez

SEAMLESS BLACK BASALT CONCRETE
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Only once inside does the visitor realize that this strangely 

shaped concrete tower, which is 12 metres high, is a religious 

institution. The small cross above the triangular entry is the sole 

indicator of the religious importance of this building from the outside. 

In the initial building phase, one hundred and twelve tree logs were 

felled for inner structure of the chapel. These were assembled to 

create a tent-like space covered in many layers of concrete. The 

concrete comprised reddish-yellow sand, river sediment and gravel 

and cement. Once the tower was fi nished, the tree logs were burned 

in over charcoal coals for three weeks. The scorched odour of 

this place of worship will be noticeable for quite some time and is 

intentional: all four elements (fi re, water earth and air) are herewith 

united.

Peter Zumthor develops the body of his buildings, which often 

leads to unexpected solutions and spatial experiences. In this case, 

due to its strong expressive statement, the chapel becomes art, and 

an architectonic haven.
                                                                                 Joachim Fischer: Concrete; h.f.ullmann 2008; p.279,283.

2007
BROTHER CLAUS FIELD CHAPEL 
MECHERNICH (GERMANY)
Peter Zumthor

RAMMED CONCRETE
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DAM CONSTRUCTIONS
Figure: Slanar, Hans. Silvretta dammed lake, Austrian National Library. Digital Library of Austria. 
Aerial picture from south-southwest, around 1955
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Preface
The Chinese government is planning again to force hundred 
thousands of people to relocate for a gigantic water project. (…) The 
responsible official for the project, Zhang Jiyao told the newspaper that 
the relocation could be even more difficult than in the Three Gorges 
Dam, because back then they had ten years time to move the 
approximately one million people. Even then there had been many 
years of legal disputes and protests.1 This internet report highlights the 
problem of human intervention. With dams and power plant 
constructions with such gigantic dimensions as the Three Gorges dam 
is not only the economic or environmental aspect to take into account, 
but also the impact of economic, social and political consequences. 
The construction of the Aswan dam threatened Abu Simbel, and with 
the help of Unesco, the entire temple was cut to pieces and rebuilt in a 
higher position. This rescue can be deceiving and not hide that 
important cultural goods were lost, and the Nubian culture, due to the 
translocation also got partially lost. 

In large buildings, such as dams, not only technical, structural or 
aesthetic solutions are needed, the considerations have to go beyond, 
and several disciplines should be involved with it. 
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1 Historical Overview, Dams  
The facts and data – for the historical overview – are mostly taken 
from the article “Staudämme”2.

4.000 B.C. 

Ruins of the Marib-Dam3

The oldest known dam was built in Java (North India). Five-meter-high 
earthen walls and dry stone walls guaranteed water supply for 
irrigation systems. Other sources suspect the oldest dam in Yemen or 
in Marib. 

around 2.600 B.C. Sadd al Kafra was a 14m high flood protection dam in Egypt. Irrigation 
systems on the Nile are traditionally important. The dams were 
important for cultural development and strengthened the supremacy 
on the Nile. They are among the oldest of the entire world. 

Ancient Rome 

The Roman Harbaqa dam in Syria4

Dams and weight wall dams were given supplements by courve and 
pillar dams. With the fall of the Western Roman Empire also the dam 
constucion in Europe stopped.

15. Century Dams for fish farming and running water-wheels. 

19. Century First theorethical basics for dam wall construction. 
1872

Pérolle Lake, Wall Magere5

The first weight wall dam in Pérolles, Freiburg in Beton was finished 
873. Built to secure drinking water and to drift aschore of the sawmill. 

1920

Montsalvens, Freiburg, Switzerland6

In Montsalvens (Freiburg) the first europen arch-dam was built with 
horizontal and vertical curvest. It´s purpose was the production of 
energy .
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2 boon and bane 

Dike top7

Dam break in Fussach,19878

Barrage dams and valley dams can have different purposes: Protect 
from flooding, using water for energy production, allocate drinking 
water, secure water for industry and farming.  
Climatic conditions and topography are only two factors affecting the 
purpose of the dams. Thus, a dam can store water, and serves as a 
reservoir from which you can use in dry times.  
Quite different is the case with the artificially created depressions 
where land is reclaimed from the sea, which lies below sea level and 
has to be protected by dikes . 
Dams protect not only lowerings from flood but also against high water 
rivers.dam break in Fussach 1987. In future, uncontrolled dam failures 
are prevented by structural measures that ensure that flood water 
flows in emergency in targeted areas ...9 writes the Swiss daily 
paper. Dams in Vorarlberg are usually associated as dams to generate 
electricity. The positive force of the water as it comes to hydropower 
plants contribute, can also have destructive effects. 
The villages near the Rhine were constantly threatened by floods and 
only the Rhine regulation, (according to the plans of Luigi Negrelli) 
brought a significant improvement for the local population on the 
Rhein. The 1892 concluded treaty for the Rhine between Austria-
Hungary and Switzerland, set an end to many flood disasters in the 
Alpine Rhine between Sargans and Lake Constance , as has been 
shortened by two punctures in the river course for about ten kilometer 
to make the down drop bigger and by that increase the thrust of the 
water ...10

3 Energy 

Eine Schiffsmühle ähnlicher Bauart gab es 
im Rhein in Höchst11

Apart from dams which ha purpose of protection against floods, dams  
from Vorarlberg are mostly for hydroelectric power plants. Actually the  
water of rivers had just enough power to drive mills for example. 
Industrialization did not stop, even neither of Vorarlberg and they tried 
to find more efficient energy sources as the mechanical mechanisms 
of sawmills and grain mills. 
With the production of electricity was found an efficient and especially 
versatile energy source and the first power plants were built. 
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3.1Power Plants in Vorarlberg 

Power Plant Jenny & Schindler12

1884 was the first time that Friedrich Wilhelm Schindler produced 
electricity, in the company of his uncle in Kennelbach, with a DC 
power generator. It was here the first hydroelectric power plant and the 
first electric ligh system in Austria. 
In 1895 in Schruns in Montafon's the first power plant went in 
operation and in 1901 electricity was also produced by the Illwerke in 
Lorüns .[4]

In December 1901, the first Power Plant was started "Jenny & 
Schindler" in order to produce electricity for the local vineyards, and 
Vorkloster Kennelbach. 1905 FW Schindler founded the "E-Werk-
Bregenz-Rieden”, which later becames the VKW. With advancing 
industrialization of municipalities of Vorarlberg and the steadily 
growing population, the demand for electricity increased.13

3.2 Vorarlberger Kraftwerke  

Großvermunttal. Druckrohrleitung. Hubmann 
Franz, um 1955.14

1916 was the transformation of the power stations Jenny & Schindler 
into the Vorarlberg Kraftwerke Ges.m.b.H. 
In 1922, the country's 1922 contract was signed. Not as originally 
planned, with the Bündner Kraftwerk AG, but with the Großkraftwerk 
Württemberg AG (GROWAG). This decision might well have 
influenced the political events. 
1924 signing of the social contract and thus the creation of 
Vorarlberger Illwerke. 
Since then the Illwerke supply most households in Vorarlberg with 
clean energy from hydropower. The first Plant that has been built is 
the Vermuntwerk. A high-pressure storage Plant, begun in 1925 and 
was put into operation in 1930, back then the largest power plant in 
Austria. The Plant was finished a year before the Vermunt. 
The Illwerke mainly produce peak current. This means that the 
turbines of power plants generate electricity, when they registered the 
largest power consumption.. 

4 Hydro-electric Plants 

Rodundwerk in Vandans. Operating room 
with Turbines. United States Information 
Service (USIS).195215

In a hydroelectric plant, the potential energy of accumulated water is 
used as a source of electrical energy. 
Three frequently occurring types of power plants are storage power 
plants, Pumping Plants and Diverted Flow Power plants. Pumping 
plants do not occur as frequently as they used to. As the name 
suggests, it is the energy of hydroelectric water, which has significant 
advantages.
Since water is domestic energy there are no additional costs for the 
transport of energy storing goods in contrast to a coal power plant, 
which is dependent on the transport of coal. Also by a hydroelectric 
plant there is no waste produced. Despite many advantages, there are 
also disadvantages as a lake with a dam requires a large area. 
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4.1 Diverted Flow Power Plant16

Diverted flow power plants use the natural flow of water to produce 
electrical energy. In this form of energy greater amounts of water are 
available at once, as a small falling height of water is present. 
Additionally, a weir to bottle up water would be suitable. Because of 
these conditions, plants are running at a 24-hour operation and need 
not be switched off. 

4.2 Storage Power Plant The storage power plant uses the potential energy of dammed water. 
There is a height difference required, which can amount up to 100m. 
By the fall of the water, there is a high speed and that results in a high 
pressure so the the turbines are running. Storage power plants are 
usually used only at peak times. 

4.3 Pumping Storage Plant        
The pumping storage Power Plant is used in times of low electricity 
consumption. Using electric pumps the water is pushed into a 
reservoir higher up (pump operation), after that you can let the water 
flow into the lower reservoir, the resulting energy powers a generator, 
this turbine or pump mode operation can be repeated as often as 
wanted. Most pumped storage Power plants are used to cover the 
daily consumption levels in the peak periods of time. 

5 Dams
A dam is an erected artificial barrier. 

A dam is composed of 
Dam Embankment - surfaces of the dam 
Dam bottom - transition from dam to the area
Dam Crest - the top of the dam between the slopes 
Dammauflager - ground below the embankment 
Dam shoulder - Dam area at the top of the embankment 

5.1 Valley dams 
A  valley dam uses a barrage to build up a river to a reservoir, thereby 
the opposite sides valley are forming the boundary and the limitations 
of the dam lake. They are used for storing drinking water, factory water 
supply, flood control or energy production. 

5.1.1 Barrage dam 

Grafiken: Schweizerische 
Talsperrenkomitee17

The dam is built from the rock and earth. The stability of the structure 
is given by its own weight and the shallow angle of the slope. The 
surface is sealed with a surface- or core-sealing. They use sealing 
clay to do that. In the inside of the dam there is a sealing-bar. A 
counter-bearing has to act against the horizontal forces. 

The overflow (spillway) will be mostly brick in earth dams and is if it´s 
possible on natural soil or even better founded on rock. 
These boundarys are often but not exclusively, used for small basins 
of small rivers. Another possibility are also bigt valley cross sections 
with difficult building ground. For example, if there is a low 
compressive strength of the ground that allows only low weights, this 
dam construction is useful because of their large contact area and one 
of the best solutions for a dam. 
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5.1.2 Weight wall dam
These walls are made of a core of masonry or concrete. The surface is 
sealed and the wall crown is afixxed. These way to seal valleys resists 
the pressure of the water mass solely because of their weight.

5.1.3 Curved barrage dam 

                        

At very high and not very wide valleys arched barrage dams are used 
mostly. The wall is not plain, but consists of  a against the water 
vertically and horizontally bent bow. The by the water created  
pressure on the wall is derived through the arch to the foundations on 
the side of the mountain. For this wall  type  the attachment to the rock 
is very important. Curved barrage dams are most commonly used  in 
lakes in Switzerland and Austria. 

5.1.4 Curved weight wall dam 
A hybrid between pure Curved barrage dams and weight wall dams : 
Part of the weight is removed through the curved barrages,  the rest by 
the  the carrier effect of the wall. The necessary contact area is lower 
than for a weight barrage  dam. The advantages  compared to a 
weight barrage dam are a lower mass and compared to curved 
barrage dam  the lower strain of the valley sides and lower vanishing 
of concrete. 

5.1.5 Pillar dam
A pillar of dam is basically a concrete retaining wall with pillars 
that derived the forces into the ground. The gaps cause a 
material saving.
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6 Illwerke  

historical photographs of the construction of 
the double-barreled pressure pipeline18

Power plants and reservoirs. Schematic of 
the system concept VIW19 «

The Illwerke have ten hydropower plants in the Montafon which 
generate a peak energy for the national and international electricity 
market. Water of the Silvretta and surrounding areas will be deverted 
in a widely branched system of tunnels, pipes, canals and reservoirs to 
multiple power plants. The electricity produced there goes into the 
European electricity system and is mostly sold to the  Energie Baden-
Wuerttemberg AG. 
The most visible components of the hydropower plants system are the 
four major reservoirs: Around 1930 began the construction of the 
Illwerke Vermunt, later the Silvretta Reservoir followed the Bielerhöhe 
(completed 1951), the Lünersee (1959) and the Kopssee (1969).20
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Kopswerk II21

How power plants and reservoirs are connected reservoirs, is well 
demonstrated in the schematic representation. 
With the Vermuntwerk and the Vermunt reservoir, the foundation stone 
was laid for the facility. Kopsee, Kopswerk, Kleinvermunt, Rifawerk, 
Latschauwerk, reservoirs Latusch, Lünersee, Lünerseewerk, 
Rodundwerk are some steps further  in the development of Illwerke 
network.
2008 Kopswerk II was put into operation, for the time being the last 
construction of Illwerke. 
The Kopswerk II is realized as pumping storage plant with three 
vertical axed machine sets with a capacity of 150 MW. The machine 
sets not only allow the use in turbine operation for the purpose of 
electricity generation, but also offer the option of pumping the water 
that has passed through the plant and is now in the so-called 
underwater pool, to use once again back into the upper water basin..

The power plant will increase the capacity of the Illwerke-group in 
turbine operations by 36 percent and pumping by 85 percent. 
It uses an upper water basin to power the turbines that are already 
existing in Kopssee, which supplies the power Plant Kops I with 
drifting water. As underwater basin Kopswerk II uses the Rifa basins. 
Not like Kopswerk I which uses as the Buffer the underwater basins 
Partenen. Both basins have about 500m distance (~ 20m altitude 
difference) from each other and go through the Rifawerk that was 
designed for turbine operation and pumping, combined. Both 
equalization basins are located between the village Gaschurn and 
Partenen in Montafon.22

6.1 Reservoir lakes and walls   
6.1.1 Silvrettasee 

Silvretta barrier23

On the Bielerhöhe at 2030 m altitude, is the Silvretta, in midst a 
backdrop of mountains, crowned by Piz Buin.  

1938 began the construction of the reservoir Silvretta. The first part 
was made in 1943. The natural Bieler-Moräenen dam was increased 
the by the construction of a barrier, a weight wall dam of concrete.. 

At the bottom of the glacier Ochsentaler is the starting point of theIll. It 
is flowing into the Silvrettasee and is also deverted to Bielbach. 

The Silvrettasee offers the possibility storing (water,electricity, energy) 
the hole year. Because of that a shift of electricity generation can be 
achieved by the summer to winter. 
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6.1.2 Vermuntsee 

Vermuntsee24

The Vermuntsee is at the Alpe Vermunt, at a height of 1743m. 
Between 1928 and 1930 a 50m high weight wall dam was built. 
1930 it was put into operation in 1931, the first time full capacity. 

A technical innovation in the construction of the dam is located in 
Vermunt, with pneumatic rammers sealed, wet earth-moist concrete, 
instead of the then prevailing poured concrete. 

The Vermuntsee collects water from the Kromerbach. By Stream 
reconciliations water passes from the Valzifenz, the Vergaldner, 
Garnera and Vallülatal into the Vermuntsee. 

The Obervermuntwerk (begun in 1938) passes the water from the 
Silvretta to the Vermuntsee. The reservoir serves as a weekly storage. 
The power plant uses the Obervermunt slope of the  Silvrettasee to 
Vermuntsee (287m). A pressure pipeline is connecting the reservoir 
with the Silvretta Vermuntwerk, the Vermuntsee takes on the water. 

6.1.3 Kopssee 

Kopssee. geschichtliche Aufnahme25

The Kopssee is at 1809 m, near the Zeinisjoch. Here runs the 
European watershed Danube-Rhein. 

1962 - 1969 the plant was built. The system includes the Kopssee the 
Kopswerk the Rifawerk and the pumping station Kleinvermunt. 

The barrage is sitting on a rock formation of Kopssee, that is on the 
upstream of the dam. As a barrage, a double-curved dam was built. 
In the area of a shallow trough the reservoir is bound by a weight wall 
dam. 

The dam at the time of completion was the largest concrete barrier in 
Austria. The measuring and monitoring devices that monitoring the 
behavior of the dam and the bedrock were very important. 

The reservoir lake is made by streams transferred, from the Tyrol, and 
the Verbella, Zeinis and the Kopsbach streams. The possibility of 
storing for the hole years is given. 
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6.1.4 Lünersee 

Staumauer- Lünersee26

The Lünersee is at 1970 m, at the end of Brandnertal and at the 
bottom of the Schesaplana. On the Lünersee bank 1869/70 first Alpine 
Club hut in Vorarlberg was built. 

1920 started with the natural lake sealing measures, continued in 1925 
and terminated. 
1959 a weight dam was built to enlarge the lake and around him better 
by making the energy available. 

Verabach and Totalpbach spring south of the river Schesaplana and 
fill the lake, as well as smaller streams. 

The production of the weight wall dam was made of big stone 
concrete. Half consists of concrete from small stone concrete (grade 
0-30mm) and the other half from big stone concrete (up to 300mm 
diameter).

The Lünersee serves as a year and circulation pump storage 
Lünerseewerk. The Slope of 974m will be used here. 

6.1.5 Reservoir lake Latschau

Auffangbecken27

The Basin is located at approximately 1000m above sea level, in 
Tschagguns.
The reservoir Latschau is divided into two, the basin I was completed 
in 1943, and the basin II in 1972. 
The reservoirs serve as storage for the days Rodundwerk I and II, as 
well as for the Pumpwasservorratsbecken Lünerseewerk. 
The basins Rodund were buillt simultaneously with the Rodundwerk II, 
which went into operation in 1976. The equalization basin in Partenen 
is another lake at the water between the Vermuntwerk used for 
storage purposes. 

6.1.6 Ponds The Pond is located at approximately 1000m above sea level, in 
Tschagguns.

The reservoir is divided into two Latschau basin, the basin was I in 
1943, completed the pool II in 1972. 

The reservoirs serve as storage for the days Rodundwerk I and II, as 
well as for the Pumpwasservorratsbecken Lünerseewerk. 

The basins were built simultaneously with the Rodund Rodundwerk II, 
which went into operation in 1976. The equalization basin in Partene 
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6.2 Power Plants and Turbines 

Schnitt through a two-nozzled turbine28

Francis- Spiral turbine29

1930 Vermuntwerk could go into operation. The machines were fitted 
with single-nozzle turbines. The single-nozzle turbines were replaced 
in 1953 by two-nozzled turbines. 

In 1950 there were spiral turbins in Rodunwerk in operation, 
In 1952 they were replaced by storage pumps. For the Francis spiral 
turbine, read following description in Wikipedia: 
At the Francis Düotsö Turbine, the water goes through a tube that is 
formed like a snail, the spiral, puts in extra twist and then directs the 
water through a fixed wheel with adjustable shovels on the opposite 
curved shovels of the impeller. If the stator at the beginning where the 
water starts is not spiral, one speaks of a Francis turbine shaft. 30

Cut Assembly hall31

In Rodundwerk II, the hydraulic machine is configured as a pump 
turbine. She works in one direction as the turbine and in the other 
direction as a pump. At the time of commissioning, the pump-turbine 
was the most powerful in Europe. 
The Rodundwerk is used for the production of peak current and the 
circulation pump storage. 

The cut through the assembly hall has clarified the dimensions of the 
power plant and the turbine. The shaft is 57m deep and has a 
diameter of 20m. Through the pump-turbine flow 75m3 per second. 
The power of the motor generator is 310 MVA. 

6.3 Adit 

Kops II32

As the schematic figure shows on page 8, reservoirs and power plants 
are connected to pump water into the respective lowest reservoir or to 
operate in the opposite direction for the turbines. Besides the pressure 
pipelines adits were also constructed for that purpose. 

As an example the Walgaustollen should be mentioned. It is 21km 
long and connects the basins Rodund (Vandans) with the Walgauwerk 
in Beschling at Nenzing. The diameter of the pressure tunnel is 6.25 m 
and was lead into the mountains with adit-milling-machines. 
It should be noted, that the mountain water pressure is always higher 
than the internal pressure of the tunnel. 1984 it was put into operation.

The many underground connections in the mountains or the dams are 
not only the water supply. Check dams in the tunnels, barrages or 
supply adits are part of the network. One example is the tunnel that 
leads from Trominier to near the Vermunt basin. 
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6.4 Development 

Train on its way to Trominier. Vermunt 
Höhenbahn33

Silvrettahaus. Gerhard Hörburger, Much 
Untertrifaler sen.and jun. 1990-9234

For the construction of Vermuntsee and the necessary transportation 
an industrial railway Tschagguns to Partenen was built. From here a 
funicular led over 1453 hightmeters to Trominier. There followed the 
1929-1930 built-altitude railway to Trominier Vermunt. 
The tunnel between Trominier and Vermunt is driven by minibuses in 
winter to transport turists to the Silvretta house. The Silvrettastreet is 
not passable during the winter months due to the danger of 
avalanches.    

The Illwerke had to create an infrastructure. They built roads, railways 
and buildings that were nessecary for the basins and are now used for 
tourism. The high mountain hotel Silvretta-Haus, a building of Illwerke, 
lies at 2000m and has won many awards, including architectural 
awards.

About the Silvretta Haus Otto Kapfinger writes: In the alpine region of 
Vorarlberg AG Illwerke has as a stopover for their workforce. Of the 
Silvretta Reservoir overseeing construction is also used for tourism. 
(...)The clear morphology (...)  refers to Alpin buildings that were made 
in  the interwar period. The robustness and shortness of the resources 
reflects the basic conditions of the high mountain World.35.

7 Äesthetics 

Alpin glowing. Gustav Deutsch and Hanna 
Schimek. 199836

Monumental buildings, like the dams, attract not only tourists but also 
artists. Gottfried Bechtold left his signature on the dam in 2002, 
Roland Haas invites artists colleagues into the Silvretta studio. These 
are two examples of many, because the menacing-looking mountains 
world and the gigantic interventions exert a magical effect. 
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THE TRADITION:
BEGINNINGS OF THE USE OF

CONCRETE IN IRELAND

PATRICK PHELAN

Since the birth of modern concrete as 

we know it today, Ireland has taken advantage 

of advances in concrete as a solution to many 

construction problems. On our island surrounded 

by rough seas, divided by many rivers inland and 

with its rugged, weathered landscape, the versatility 

and durability of concrete has long been utilized. 

The earliest known use of concrete in Ireland is in 

the foundations of a stone bridge crossing the River

Glyde, Dundalk, dating from the mid 19th century.

Dublin Port Extension 1871-1885

Bindon Stoney is seen as the father of 

concrete in Ireland for his pioneering use of 

concrete in the extension of Dublin Port’s quay 

wall. The 700-metre long deep-water quay brought 

him to international attention for his technique 

of building the quay wall from pre-cast concrete 

blocks of a then unprecedented weight of 360 tons. 

These extremely cost-effective blocks composed 

of Portland cement and gravel from the riverbed. 

Each huge block was lifted across the water by an 
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Stoney, then dropped into position on the riverbed 

at low tide. The bottom of the basin was prepared 

for each block by men working from a huge diving 

bell, also designed by Mr Stoney. In building the 

North Wall Extension, Stoney created a new 70-

acre basin which had an average depth of 38 feet at 

high tide and 26 feet at low tide. This allowed ships 

of the largest class to dock.

BRIDGE CROSSING RIVER GLYDE

DUBLIN PORT EXTENSION

MIZEN HEAD FOOTBRIDGE
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Mizen Head Footbridge 1908-1910

One of the earliest examples of the use 

of reinforced concrete in Ireland is the arched 

concrete bridge at Mizen Head, Ireland’s most 

south-westerly point. A competition winning entry, 

the stunning bridge is 52m across and 46m above 

the sea. The aggregates used were taken from 

limestone sources available locally. 

The bridge’s importance was to connect 

the mainland to Fastnet Rock where Fastnet 
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after leaving America and also home to one of 
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beacon in Ireland.

MIZEN HEAD FOOTBRIDGE



Ardnacrusha Dam 1925-1929

The dam for the river Shannon Hydro-electric

Scheme at Ardnacrusha was of the most important 

under-takings for the economic and social life of 

the newly formed Irish Free State. Ardnacrusha

powered the new national electric grid and enabled 
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structure to use watertight concrete, using 600,000 

cubic metres of concrete to form the barrier across 

the head-race.

At the time it was the largest hydroelectric 

dam in the world and served as a model for large 
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intake sluice house is a massive structure forming 

a barrier across the head-race and regulates the 
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designed by Irish engineer Dr. Thomas McLoughlin

who had recently started work for Siemens-
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ARDNACRUSHA DAM STATUE OF CHRIST THE KING, TURNER’S CROSS

ARDNACRUSHA DAM UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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Christ the King, Turners Cross 1931

The architect Barry Byrne, a protégé 

of Frank Lloyd Wright and renowned for his 

innovative, economical church designs gave 

Turners Cross a masterpiece in Christ the King,

a church well ahead of its time. Elliptical in form, 

the long side walls connect cascades of monolithic 

reinforced concrete pillars rising up to front and 

rear towers. These concrete walls support steel 

roof trusses. An art deco interior and sculpture 

highlights to the exterior add to the building’s 

modernism.

In the conservative eye of the catholic 

church in Ireland Byrnes church design caused 

quite a bit of controversy. He did however build the 

new church below the parish’s modest budget of 

£30,000.

A dramatic 6m tall stylized statue of Christ

with stepped zigzag motifs forms the entrance to 

the church, with its arms out-stretched over the 

two doors. The statue was designed by Chicago

sculptor John Storrs and cast in concrete locally 

by sculptor John Maguire based on plaster models 

shipped to Cork.

CHRIST THE KING CHURCH, TURNER’S CROSS CHRIST THE KING CHURCH ELEVATION AND SECTION



Sea bathing Dublin

There is a long tradition of sea-bathing in 

Dublin in all weathers, year round, with summer 

water temperatures barely reaching 14°C. Primative

concrete shelters and spaces have been created 

in some of the best swimming spots to shelter from 

harsh weather, undress or simply to watch. The

crude, weathered aesthetic of the concrete blends 

easily with the natural rock forms to such an extent 

that it is hard to tell what is man made or natural in 

these organic bathing landscapes.

Handball Alleys

Handball, one of the simplest games in the 

world – all you need is a ball and a wall to hit it off – 

was once extremely popular all over Ireland, though 

it has lost popularity these days to other sports like 

gaelic football and hurling. In summer it was a very 

popular sport outdoors and today over 700 of the 

remaining ‘big alleys’ have been recorded across 

Ireland. With the increasing availability of concrete 

in the 20th century, many examples utilized the 

ease of freestanding reinforced concrete to form 

the 60x30 feet alley, typically left unroofed. The last 

great era of handball in Ireland was in the 1970s 

- since then many alleys have taken on a ‘ruined’ 

quality, but with a bit of weeding and some new 

plaster here or there many could become playable 

again.

FORTY FOOT, DUN LAOIGHRE

HANDBALL ALLEY, COUNTY CORK
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NORTH WALL BATHING, DUBLIN BAY

HANDBALL ALLEY, COUNTY KERRY HANDBALL ALLEY, COUNTY TIPPERARY



MODERNIST
USE VS.

BRUTALISM
CLAIRE MCMENAMIN
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in 1949. The country’s new independence led to 

the development of new transport, education & 

government agencies, all of which required new 

civic buildings expressive of a new era in Ireland.
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in Ireland was Dublin Airport, built in 1940 by 

Desmond Fitzgerald. Concrete was employed as 

a main structural material but was accompanied 
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expressed but the concrete was painted white in 

keeping with the theme of an ocean liner.

Another notable modernist building of this 

time was the Bus Eireann Headquarters- 1953 

by Michael Scott. It is constructed of reinforced 

concrete with Portland stone cladding. The

structural grid is expressed on the facade but is 

&X&(+	(+	j33.'	d();	X3&==!

Liberty Hall (1961-1965) by Desmond O’Kelly

was a feat of engineering at the time it as built in 

Ireland. Reinforced concrete was used to create a 

slender tower that gave the impression of a stacking 

of slabs with translucent intermediary space.

While modernism did express a time of 

innovation in Ireland, there did arise situations 

where the available techniques & context of 

Ireland required a different approach to the use of 

materials.

LIBERTY HALL 1965

BUSARAS 1953

DUBLIN AIRPORT 1940
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Berkeley Library, Trinity College Dublin

The progression from the Modernist use of 

concrete to Brutalist use of concrete in Ireland can 

be seen clearly via the story of one building. The

Berkeley library was the result of a competition 

held in 1960 for a new library for Trinity College in 

the centre of Dublin city. Set in a historic campus 

d();	&	j+.	9*33.9)(*+	*>	����	±	�f��	9.+)<%b	

classical buildings, the winning entry sought to 

speak strongly of the 20th century but also sit 

comfortably among the rich historical context.

The Berkeley library began with a similar 

modernist approach to the other civic buildings of 

the time. The winning proposal described mainly 

precast concrete columns with some in-situ walls 
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appears relatively light & sits on a concrete 

structure below. As the brief & details developed 

however, it soon became apparent that a lot of the 

elements could not be made of precast concrete. 

q�)	d&=	^<=)	+*)	4*==(?3.	)*	'*	4%.9&=)	(+	�%.3&+'	

at the time” (Koralek). Instead it was built almost 

entirely of in situ concrete. As a result, a much 

more remarkable design was achieved. 

BERKELEY COMPETITION MODEL

BERKELEY COMPETITION DRAWING
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Koralek (ABK), graduated from the Architectural

Association in London in 1956, its focus was 
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massive rock like formation of the built library. An

asymmetrical granite mass sits above the lower 

level of board marked concrete. 

The building is clearly modelled as a three 

dimensional element. The lower part appears to be 

carved out allowing light to penetrate deep into the 

interior while the upper level is a continuous mass 

casting shadows onto the lower level.

The true nature & textural quality of the 

materials are expressed. The grain of the timber 

formwork used to construct the concrete are still 

clearly perceptible. 

�;.	&%9;().9)=	<=.'	);.	9*+9%.).	)*	j)	(+	/(&	

material & scale rather than stylistic references. 

The granite cladding & white concrete of the library 

echoes the Portland stone of the surrounding 

classical buildings.

BERKELEY COMPETITION DRAWING

BERKELEY LIBRARY TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN
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The abilities of concrete are exploited in 
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where the structure is cantilevered. The rainwater 

spout is conceived as part of the concrete mass. 

This language continues to the interior where 

most elements are fabricated in-situ along with the 

building itself. Concrete light shafts that continue 

>%*5	%**>	3./.3	)*	j%=)	k**%	X(/.	);.	(54%.==(*+	*>	&	

carved out interior. 

The heavy textured concrete sits well in the 

Irish tradition of heavy stone walls & strikes the 

correct balance of similarity & contrast with the 

existing buildings in Trinity.

BERKELEY LIBRARY TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN
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The Berkeley is inspiration to Irish & British

architects even today. Other notable buildings in a 

similar style include the Ulster Museum extension 

in Belfast by Francis Pym 1971, London’s Royal

National Theatre by Denys Lasdun 1967-1976 & 

�%.33(96	�*d.%	?b	�%+*	�*3'j+X.%!	

Very recently, the Bocconi Theatre in Milan

by Irish Grafton Architects reminds us vividly of the 

textured mass of concrete hovering in the centre 

of Dublin.

THE ULSTER MUSEUM

THE LONDON NATIONAL THEATRE

UNIVERSITA LUIGI BOCCONI



MOULDS,
TEXTURES,

INGREDIENTS
AND

EXPERIMENTS
LUKE O’CALLAGHAN

Moulds and Formwork

A concrete surface will reproduce every detail 

of the form surface from which it was cast. The

surface characteristics of the mould or formwork will 

always have a profound effect upon the appearance 

of the concrete. The range of materials used for 

formwork in Ireland has grown considerably over 

the years. Formwork facing materials can include 

timber, plain and resin-faced plywood, steel, alloy,
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and expanded polystyrene. The simplest textured 
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from rough-saw boards so that the imprint of the 

wood grain is reproduced on the surface of the 

concrete. This technique has been utilised in many 
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Completed in 2007, Egan’s Coffee Bar & 

Roof Terrace in Portlaoise by Architecture53Seven

contains some exceptional examples of cast in-situ 

concrete elements. Carefully constructed formwork, 

9*+9%.).	5(\	=4.9(j9&)(*+�	(+X%.'(.+)=	&+'	j+(=;(+X	
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EGAN’S BAR AND TERRACE, ARCHITECTURE53SEVEN

THE SEAN O’CASEY COMMUNITY CENTRE, O’DONNELL & TUOMEY
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Kitchen-Party-Garden-Wall by Donaghy & 

Dimond is another example of cast in-situ concrete 

construction using well prepared formwork or 

moulds. The architects obtained the unique texture 

by exposing the granite sand aggregate upon 
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with the polished internal concrete surfaces of the 
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one.

The Sean O’Casey Community Centre

O’Donnell & Tuomey
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of the Sean O’Casey Community Centre are 

all concrete and cast in situ. To form the ribbed 

pattern on the external walls the contractor 

initially proposed a German proprietary form liner 

system but this was proving uneconomical for the 

limited number of pours required. As a cheaper 

alternative, corrugated galvanised steel sheets 

from the local builder’s merchant were obtained 
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shutters. With a bit of practice these were found 

to give excellent results and were easy to adapt 

on site. The tricky thing with the sinusoidal shape 
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lapped by 1½ corrugations and compressible seals 

were used at the edges. The walls and parapet 

were cast in full-height sections so that the only 
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and wall. 

KITCHEN-PARTY-GARDEN-WALL, DONAGHY & DIMOND



Textures and Finishes

Every surface exhibits its own qualities 

depending on concrete mix, formwork and 

subsequent treatment. Primarily, it is the concrete 

mix that determines the colour and the shade, but 

so can the underlying structure. Depending on the 

'.=(%.'	.>>.9)�	);(=	9&+	?.	(+k<.+9.'	?b	);.	9;*(9.	

of aggregate or the addition of pigments or by 

using other cements. The formwork – a negative 

imprint essentially determines the texture of the 

surface as cast. The variations stretch from rough 

to smooth depending on the materials used and 

);.(%	4%.�)%.&)5.+)!	�<%);.%5*%.�	^*(+)=	?.)d..+	

the formwork panels and formwork tie holes can 

generate a deliberate pattern. Fair-faced concrete 

surfaces can also be worked after casting and 

striking to create any type of structure, texture or 

pattern to suit the architectural demands.

�d*	5&(+	)b4.=	*>	j+(=;.=	<=.'	(+	�%.3&+'	

include those produced directly from the formwork, 
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such as board-marked, ribbed, striated and 

5*'.33.'	=<%>&9.=!	�;.	*);.%	(+93<'.=	j+(=;.=	

which are produced indirectly by further treatment 

after the formwork has been removed, including 

.\4*=.'�&XX%.X&).�	)**3.'	&+'	4*3(=;.'	j+(=;.=!	
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been combined to produce, for example, a striated 

&+'	)**3.'	j+(=;�	*%	&	5*'.33.'�.\4*=.'	&XX%.X&).	

j+(=;!	�;(=	5.&+=	);&)	9*&%=.	&XX%.X&).	<=.'	(+	

the cement mixture is often exposed by removing 

cement and sand mortar from the face of the 

concrete. This method can also reveal the colour 

but not necessarily the shape of the aggregate 

used.
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Saint James’, Clontarf

�;(=	4%*^.9)	(+/*3/.'	);.	9*+=)%<9)(*+	*>	&	

new single-storey addition to an existing three-

storey house situated in Clontarf, Dublin. The

3(/(+X�%**5	k**%	=3&?	.\).+'=	*<)	)*	>*%5	);.	

6()9;.+	9*<+).%	)*4�	^<=)	&=	);.	9*+9%.).	k**%	=3&?	

extends out along the glazed wall of the external 

entrance to form a long table top facing into the 

'(+(+X	%**5!	�;(=	^*(+)3.==�	9&=)	(+�=()<	9*+9%.).	
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mix to achieve the desired texture, colour and 
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further treated in order to enhance the shine and 

durability. 

SAINT JAMES’, BOYD CODY ARCHITECTURE



Ingredients

Two essential properties of hardened 

concrete are durability and strength. The required 

consistency of the mix needs to be known at time 

*>	=4.9(j9&)(*+	=*	);.	9*+9%.).	(+X%.'(.+)=	9&+	?.	

proportioned to give the required properties of the 

j+(=;.'	4%*'<9)!	�*%	);(=	%.&=*+�	9*+)%*3	*>	);.	5(\	

proportions is extremely important. 

Fine and coarse aggregates make up the 

bulk of a concrete mixture. Sand, natural gravel 

and crushed stone are mainly used. Recycled

aggregates (from construction, demolition and 

excavation waste) are increasingly used in Ireland

as partial replacements of natural aggregates, while 

a number of manufactured aggregates, including 

air-cooled blast furnace slag and bottom ash are 

also permitted.

Decorative stones such as quartzite, small 

river stones or crushed glass are sometimes added 

to the surface of concrete for a decorative “exposed 

&XX%.X&).r	j+(=;!	�;.=.	&%.	?.9*5(+X	(+9%.&=(+X3b	

popular among Irish architects, landscape architects 

and interior designers.

FABRIC FORMED CONCRETE PROJECTS CARRIED OUT IN UCD
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Experiments

�&?%(9	>*%5d*%6	<=.=	&	k.\(?3.	).\)(3.	

membrane in place of the rigid formwork panels 

usually used in concrete construction. When 

wet concrete is contained by a thin formwork 

5.5?%&+.�	);.	k.\(?3.	>&?%(9	9*+)&(+.%	+&)<%&33b	

'.k.9)=	(+)*	&	%.4.%)*(%.	*>	4%.9(=.	).+=(*+	
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structural curves, unprecedented sculpturalforms, 

&+'	.\)%&*%'(+&%b	=<%>&9.	j+(=;.=!

Textile-reinforced concrete

�	><%);.%	'./.3*45.+)	*>	j?%.�%.(+>*%9.'	

concrete is textile-reinforced concrete. This

uses commercial textiles – weaves and nets 

³	5&'.	>%*5	X3&==�	9&%?*+	*%	&%&5('	j?%.=	

as the reinforcing material which enables the 

reinforcement to be incorporated exactly as 

required and hence much more economically. The

9*5?(+&)(*+	*>	/.%b	k<('�	j+.	9*+9%.).	5(\.=	&+'	

textile reinforcement determines the characteristics 

of the new building material. The use of textile 

reinforcement obviates the need for a deep 

concrete cover to protect the reinforcement against 

corrosion. This in turn can lead to components with 

);(+	d&33=	*>	^<=)	�����55!



THE ROLE OF
THE ENGINEER

ANDARCHITECT
CIARÁN CONLON

The following case studies illustrate the 

collaboration between architect and enginner in 

�%.3&+'	*+	&	+<5?.%	*>	4%*^.9)=	&)	&	/&%(.)b	*>	

scales over many decades. From these we see that 

the combined work of the two disciplines creates 

the opportunity to exploit new innovations whether 

they be through structural form or construction 

technology.

James Hardress de Warnenne Waller

Waller was an Irish enginner and expert in 

reinforced and lightweight concrete structures.

During World War I he observed tents being caked 

d();	9.5.+)	=3<%%b	&=	9&5*k&X.�	+*)(+X	);&)	);.	=.)	

slurry provide enough structural strength that the 

tents central post could be removed.

During the 1920’s Waller discovered for himself the 

d*%3'p=	j%=)	(+/.%).'	9&).+&%b	/&<3)	./.%	?<(3)	&)	);.	

6th century palace in Ctesiphon Iraq.

From these precedents Waller developed a new 

construction technique consisting of an catenary 

arch, based on Ctesiphon (its shape derived from 

the curve formed by a freely hung chain), set up 

using temporary timber ribs. After this he used the 

Nofrango method, similar to his discovery from 

World War I, the temporary structure was covered 

with hessian to which plaster/liquid concrete were 

ARCH AT CTESIPHON, IRAQ

SKETCH SHOWING WALLER’S TECHNIQUE

NOFRANGO METHOD

DISPLAY STAND FOR WALLER’S BUILDINGS
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would cause the hessain to sag giving the roof a 

corrugated appearance that also provide additional 

reinforcement strength to the shell.

Waller’s structurally and economically 

.>j9(.+)	=;.3).%=	d.%.	('.&3	=*3<)(*+=	)*	=*9(&3	

problems for the time like unemployment, transport 

and communications that he took an obsessive 

interest in.

During World War II he contributed to the 

war effort from London by designing portable huts, 

warehouses and aircraft hangers. His later career 

focused on temporary shelters for use in countries 

suffering from famine.

Donnybrook Bus Garage

Donnybrook bus garage was built in 1952 

by architect Michael Scott, who is considered the 

pioneer of modernist architecture in Ireland. He

was approached by the Irish transport service, CIE

in the 1940s to design a shelter capable of housing 

one hundred buses for Dublin City.

Scott collaborated with Danish engineer Ove

Arup on the structure. Arup suggested the use of 

a poured concrete roof shell as a suitable solution 

to achieve the span required. The building was the 

j%=)	(+	);.	d*%3'	)*	;&/.	&	9*+9%.).	=;.33	%**>	3()	

by natural light from one end to the other. Before

this concrete shell roofs were rarely built outside 

Sweden and Denmark.

The Irish contractor was assisted by Danish

specialists recommended by Arup that had key 

experience in reinforced concrete and shell roofs. 

Each individual shell was poured separately in-situ 

using large wooden moulds that were dismantled 

after setting and moved on to form the next shell.

INTERIOR OF DONNYBROOK BUS GARAGE

END TO END ROOF LIGHTS, DONNYBROOK BUS GARAGE

SHUTTER MARKED CONCRETE SHELL ROOF, DONNYBROOK BUS GARAGE



Water Towers

Due to their prominent presence within a 

landscape, the design of water towers rely not only 

*+	=)%<9)<%&3	&+'	5&).%(&3	.>j9(.+9b	?<)	&3=*	&+	

elegant apperance. There are several examples of 

this seen throughout Ireland.

The Sillogue Water Tower in Dublin achieves 

its 39 metre height thanks to its double parabolic 

9<%/.'	4%*j3.	);&)	(=	&99.+)<&).'	?b	/.%)(9&3	
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4950m3. Designed by Michael Collins Architects in 

collaboration with McCarthy Hyder Consultants, the 

design won a Irish Concrete Society Award in 2007.

�	4%.9.'.+)	)*	);(=	4%*^.9)	(=	);.	�+(/.%=()b	

College Dublin water tower designed by Dublin

?&=.'	�*3(=;	&%9;().9)	�+'%Q.^	h.^9;.%)	&=	4&%)	*>	

his competition winning masterplan of the college’s 

new campus in 1964 along with engineers T

Garland and Partners.

The tower is based on a pentagon stem 

d();	&+	&'^<=).'	'*'.9&;.'%*+	)&+6	%.&9;(+X	mm	

metres high. Its construction is of in-situ reinforced 

concrete, the tank was produce using traditional 

formwork while sliding formwork was used for the 

stem.

Sliding formwork is a continous process 

);.%.?b	.3(5(+&)(+X	9&=)(+X	^*(+)=�	?.+.j)(+X	+*)	

only aesthetics but also watertightness. The
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the slide progresses. Generally a depth of concrete 

between 2.5 and 3.5 metres is poured daily, moulds 

used are usually 1.1 metres high.

UCD WATER TOWER
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SILLOGUE WATER TOWER, DUBLIN

SILLOGUE WATER TOWER CONSTRUCTIONDODECAHEDRON TANK, UCD WATER TOWER



Bocconi University, Milan

Irish practice Grafton Architects and Studio

Ingegneria E Pereira’s award winning Bocconi

University was based on the landscape of the 

Burren in Ireland where rainwater permeates the 

surface of limestone rock creating hollows. The

Bocconi consists of 80,000m3 of concrete that 

creates subterrainean caverns and a fractured 

composition of cantilevering forms that seemingly 

k*&)	*/.%	9*<%)b&%'=	&+'	9(%9<3&)(*+	=4&9.!
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blocks that are suspended from giant 24 metre 

long concrete roof beams of 3.4 metre depth and 

the lecture hall that cantilevers over the foyer and 

entrance piazza, made of a 600mm thick concrete 

sloping slab and a 400mm thick, 4 metre deep 

concrete beam that span between walls 24 metres 

apart.

Self compacting concrete (SCC) was used for 

structural and aesthetic quality, eliminating the need 

for vibration where reinforcement bars are close 

together.

Due to the frequent use of fair faced concrete 

in the interior, issues like concrete mix, delivery 

regime, pouring technique and quality control of 

SCC became vital during the construction process. 

42 different concrete mixes were tested.

BOCCONI UNIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE IMAGE

BOCCONI UNIVERSITY, MILAN UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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BOCCONI UNIVERSITY SUSPENDED OFFICE BLOCKS BOCCONI UNIVERSITY OVERHANGING AUDITORIUM AND FOYER

FLOOR PLANS
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RECENT 
PROJECTS 

IN BELGIUM

Jonas 
Waerniers

A lot of new buildings in Belgium use concrete 

as the main material for construction and to give 

expression to the building. Two examples of 

contemporary architecture are give here. One is 

the development of an old swimmingpool site by 

BOB361 architects in the city of Leuven. The other 

one is an academic building for the university of 

Ghent, designed by Beel & De Geyter architects.

ZWEMBADSITE LEUVEN - FACADE

UFO GENT
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ZWEMBADSITE LEUVEN
The city-development project is an 

eyecatcher in the city of Leuven. The old 
swimmingpool site has been transformed into 
a new area for living.

The building is characterized by the 
use of panels for the facade in architectural 
concrete. Because the architect wanted the 
building to appear ‘massive’ the choice was 
made to use prefab concrete panels. Because
of the size of the panels, the amount of joints 
could be reduced, thus giving the impression 
of massivity.

The finish of the panels has been done 
by a new process called ‘Graphic Concrete’,
which has been used for the first time in the 
Benelux.
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The inspiration for the graphic pattern 
was found in the crackle finish of the painting 
‘the last supper’ by one of Leuven’s  most 
famous inhabitants, painter Dieric Bouts (15th 
century)

Once the pattern was determined, the 
range of colours had te be chosen. Because
the focus had to be on the building itself it 
was decided to pick colours that don’t stand 
out in the surrounding.

The decision was made to use a 
combination of gray and white concrete. The
white colour was obtained by replacing gravel  
by granite in the concrete mixture.

The crackle pattern of the painting was 
scanned and enlarged. The texture was 
printed on a foil with a concrete retarder. 
These pattern were placed on the bottom of 
the moulds.

When the conrete was poured in the 
moulds, the places where the retarder 
was applied the concrete didn’t  harden. 
After removing the forms, the surfaces was 
cleaned under high pressure. On the places 
where the conrete retarder was printed, there 
appeared rough concrete with granules. 
The result was an exact negative image of 
the original print which contrasted with the 
smooth surface of the completely hardened 
gray concrete.

The pattern of the the concrete panels 
was also lasered into steel plates. Like this 
the crackle pattern is repeated in the parapet 
of the terraces and creates a continues 
texture that transcends the material.



UFO GENT

The rational design of Beel & De Geyter is given a 

monumental and expressive look by the choice of concrete as main 

material. They applied it for the ‘claustras’, the facada elements and 

the interior and exterior floors.

There are no standard products used, everything is especially 

created for this building. On the street side and backside of the 

building, the panels with woodstructure stand out. The first idea 

was to cast the panels  in place, but because this wasn’t realizable, 

they were prefabricated. The advantages of prefabricated are that 

you are sure of the look and quality of the material and the speed of 

execution on the site. The architects were looking for a uniform look 

which at the same time offered a complete diversity in appearance. 

Tests were done to find the ideal kind of wood for the desired result.

In total 100 elements were produced, each one different. 

The diversity was created by positioning the wooden elements in a 

different way into the formwork. 

The difference in street level of the building site was used to 

create a socle. At the side and the back of the building, this soccle is 

made out of storey-high claustras in black concrete. This gives the 

building a less heavey appearance. The claustras function as sun 

blinds and prevent sights from passers-by.

The claustras exist out of 69 elements, of which 50 are 

different. To reduce costs, all these elements had to be made with 

the same formwork. The corners-elements offered the greatest 

challenge.

The other interesting concrete element in the building are the 

huge tiles (175*190 cm) which are used inside as well as outside. 

Big gray pebbles were mixed in the concrete. For the tiles to be 

used inside, one centimeter was polished off the surface (to make it 

uniform and polished).

The tiles which are used outside and on the flight of stairs 

weren‘t treated in that way in order to remain non-slipping.
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ANDRÉ�PADUART_THIN�CONCRETE�SHELLS�
�

1.�Introduction�
�
Thin�concrete�shells�are�an�important�legacy�in�the�history�of�concrete�construction�and�structures.�It�
was� an� attempt� to� cover� large� spans� with� the� most� widely� used� construction� material� of� the�
Twentieth�Century�and�yielded�structures�that�are�now�regarded�as�architectural�masterpieces.�The�
design� of� thin� concrete� shells� also� fostered� theoretical� developments� in� structural� analysis,� in� the�
mathematical�theory�of�shells�and�in�the�theory�of�finite�elements.��
�
A.�Paduart�was�a�key�figure�in�de�development�and�popularization�of�concrete�shells�in�Belgium�and�
had� international� acknowledgement.� He� wasn’t� the� only� one� who� build� in� the� ’50� and� ’60� shell�
constructions�in�Belgium;�the�airplane�hangars�in�Grimbergen�(Alfred�Hardy),�the�airplane�hangars�in�
Melsbroek� (H.C.� Duyster),� � the� Philipspaviljoen� at� Expo� 58� (Le� Corbusier� i.s.m.� Duyster),� Brasserie�
Codibra�at�Ghlin�(STUP),�the�IPAN�workplaces�in�Ostend�(Walter�Bresseleers),�de�Volkswagen�garage�
at� Brussels� (Claude� Laurens� i.s.m.� Duyster),� the� swimming� pool� Longchamp� at� Ukkel� (Charles� De�
Meuter,�Jean�Koning�i.s.m.�René�Sarger),�but�only�he�had�such�a�huge�oeuvre.���
�

2.�André�Paduart�
�
André�Paduart�was�born�in�Dover�on�November�4,�1914.�He�was�educated�in�Ostend�and�graduated�
in�civil�engineering�from�the�University�of�Brussels�in�1936.�After�some�months�of�employment�with�a�
naval�construction�yard�at�Hoboken,�he�joined�in�1937�the�staff�of�engineers�of�SECO�in�Brussels,�an�
office� founded� in� 1934� by� Gustave�Magnel� en� Eugène� François� in� order� to� enforce� the� technical�
control�of�the�unusual,�large�and�bold�constructions.�He�worked�there�for�7�years�and�was�associated�
with� the� testing� of� the� first� prestressed� concrete� structures.� This� introduction� at� new,� pioneering�
constructions� was� of� decisive� importance� for� his� further� carrier.� He� developed� a� predilection� for�
daring� constructions,� in� particular� for� thin� shell� constructions� in� concrete.� This� construction� type�
became� popular� after� WO� II,� because� of� the� appreciation� of� new� forms� in� concrete� and� the�
economical�quality.�
�
In� 1944� he� left� SECO� and� became� technical� director� of� the� engendering� company� SETRA� (Société�
d’Etudes� et� de� Travaux),� which� was� at� the� forefront� of� new� developments� in� concrete� like�
prestressed� concrete� and� thin� shells� constructions.� One� of� the� first� constructions� that� showed� his�
technical�genius�and�creativity�was�the�warehouse�at�the�Antwerp�harbor�(1948�1949).��
�
In� 1954� he� left� SETRA,� but� kept� a� private� consulting� practice,� leading� to� the� foundation� of� the�
structural� engineering�office� SETESCO� in�1957.�He�was� the�head�of� this� office�up� to�his� death�and�
designed�or�supervised�the�design�of�hundreds�of�buildings,�brides�and�other�constructions.��
�
In� 1946� he� became� a� doctor� at� the� ULB�with� his� thesis� about� concrete,� in� 1949� he� as� appointed�
assistant� and� five� years� later� he� became� professor� of� civil� engineering.� As� a� professor� he� kept�
engaged�in�the�theoretical�aspects�of�prestressed�concrete,�t�and�thin�shell�constructions.�His�teach�
the� courses� ‘Stabilité� des� Constructions’,� ‘Stabilité� des� Ponts’� and� from� 1959� one� about� shell�



constructions�in�concrete.�This�last�one�leaded�in�1961�to�the�publication�‘L’introduction�au�calcul�et�
à�l’exécution�des�voiles�minces�en�béton�armé,�the�small�book�was�translated�in�English�in�1966.�In�
the�book�was�about�simplifying�the�calculation�of�the�constructions,�because�the�difficulty�was�one�of�
the� obstacles� for� the� popularization� of� shell� constructions.� He� kept� involved� in� the� education� and�
research�at�the�ULB�until�1981.��
�
His� tree� researches,� prestressed� concrete,� tensions� and� shell� constructions,� were� reflected� in� his�
membership� of� the� Comité� Européen� du� Béton� (CEB),� the� Fédération� Internationale� de� la�
Précontrainte� (FIP)� and� the� International� Association� for� Shells� Structures� (IASS)� founded� by� E.�
Torroja�in�Madrid�in�1959.�In�the�IASS�he�became�third�president,�after�Torroja�and�Haas,�from�1971�
till�1980,�and�was�awarded�in�1984�with�the�prestigious�Torroja�medal.�He�also�was�a�member�of�the�
Administrative�Council�of�this�body�since�its�foundation�and�organized�in�Brussels�in�1961�one�of�the�
very� first� symposia� of� this� association,� with� the� theme� ‘Simplified� calculation� methods� of� Shell�
structures’.�
�
In� 1965�Paduart� received� a� special� commission� from� the�HAMON�Company,�which�was� and� still� is�
worldwide�known�for�the�design�of�cooling�towers.�The�HAMON�Company�wanted�Paduart�to�review�
the� problems� associated�with� the� design� and� construction� of� large� reinforced� concrete� hyperbolic�
cooling�towers.�Interestingly,�it�should�be�noted�that�this�assignment�occurred�some�time�before�the�
accident�at�Ferry�Bridge�(U.K.)�on�1�November�1965�which�saw�the�collapse� in� less�than�an�hour�of�
three� large� hyperbolic� cooling� towers� under� wind� loading.� With� the� support� of� the� HAMON�
Company,�Paduart�gathered�around�him�an�international�team�of�experts,�which�eventually�became�
the�Working�Group�3�of� IASS� in� 1970.� Between�1970� and�1980,� Paduart�was� the� chairman�of� this�
WG3�and�organized�in�Brussels�two�colloquiums�on�the�subject�(1971,�1975).��
�
Simultaneously�with�the�end�of�his�carrier�the�shell�constructions�became�less�popular�because�of�the�
high� construction� cost,� prefab� concrete� elements� took� the� lead.� André� Paduart� passed� away� in�
Brussels�on�February�27,�1985.�
�

�André�Paduart�(Photograph�courtesy�of�SETESCO)�



3.�Oeuvre�
�
From� the� second� part� of� the� ’50,� almost� simultaneously� with� the� foundation� of� the� engineering�
company�SETESCO,�Paduart�payed�more�attention�to�the�architectural�aspects�of�his�designs.�In�the�
beginning� his� designs,� like� the� warehouses� in� the� Antwerp� harbor� and� the� hangars� in� Chièvres,�
Beauvechain� and� Coxyde� (1950�1952),� op� emphasis� the� ulitaire� character� of� the� construction.� But�
afterwards,� with� The� Civil� Engineering� Arrow� at� the� Brussels� 1958� international� exhibition� � as� a�
remarkable� transition,�Paduart�would�almost�continually�work�with�architects�and�so� the�attention�
became�formal,�economical�and�constructional�considerations.��
�
3.1�Warehouses�at�Antwerp�Harbor�1948�1949�
�
Cylindrical�barrel�vaults�have�probably�been�the�most�used�form�of�concrete�shells.�The�economy�in�
construction,�not� the�architectural�value,�was� the�key� to� the�success�and�popularity�of� this�kind�of�
constructions�after�WO�II.�The�SETRA�construction�company�was�awarded�the�contract�to�build�nearly�
50000� square�meters� of� warehouses� at� the� docks� of� Antwerp� harbor.� They� had� tree� entries,� two�
traditional�and�one�atypical,�that�won.���
�
At�the�Albert�dock�SETRA�built�in�1948�a�large�shed�465m�long�by�60.6m�in�width.�The�shed�consists�
of�31�bays,�each�covered�with�a�self�supporting�cylindrical�shell�spanning�15m�with�a�rise�of�3m.�The�
thickness� of� the� vaults� varies� between� 8cm� at� the� crown� to� 12cm� at� the� springing.� Each� vault� is�
pierced� with� a� large� rectangular� opening� 40m� by� 3m� toprovide� natural� lightning.� The� bays� were�
constructed�one�after�the�other�by�reusing�the�same�centering�and�holding�back�the�outward�thrust�
with�temporary�ties.�Particular�features�of�this�construction�were�the�absence�of�permanent�internal�
tie�rods,�the�absence�of�edge�beams,�and�the�absence�of�any�expansion�joint�along�the�entire�length�
of�465m.��
�

�
Construction�warehouses�Antwerp�harbor�(collection�J.�Schiffman)�



�
3.2�Airplane�hangars�in�Chièvres,�Beauvechain�and�Coxyde�1950�1952�
�
Thin� concrete� shells� already�been�built� during� the� First�World�War,� but� a� significant�breakthrough�
was�achieved�with�the�construction�of�the�two�celebrated�huge�airship�hangars�built�by��Freyssinet�at�
Orly� in�the�early�1920.�On�this�occasion,�the�principle�of�the�corrugated�form�for�the�concrete�shell�
was�introduced�to�obtain�the�necessary�stiffness�required�to�span�70m.��
�
In� the� late� 1940s,� free� spans� slightly� exceeding� 100m�were� achieved�with� thin� concrete� shells� for�
roofing� airplane�hangars.� The� state�of�the�art� led� to� radically� different� solutions� in� the�U.S.� and� in�
Europe.�
�
In� 1950,� SETRA� received� the� commission� to� build� thirteen� identical� hangars� on� several� military�
airfields�in�Belgium.�The�dimensions�of�these�airplane�hangars�were�60m�(span)�by�40m�(depth).�Each�
roof�consisted�of�6�corrugated�shell�arches�6cm�thick�spanning�60m�with�a�rise�of�5.73m,�the�thrust�of�
each�arch�being�equilibrated�by�two�high�strength�steel�rods.�There�was�no�need�here�for�the�large�
record� spans�of� the� time.�The�hangars�were�built�1950�1952�at�Chièvres,�Beauvechain�and�Coxyde�
airfields,�but�most�of�them�have�now�been�removed�or�altered.�They�were�certainly�bold�structures,�
maybe� too� bold,� because� it� is� known� that� one� arch� of� a� hangar� under� construction� at� Chièvres�
collapsed�on�June�6,�1951�a�few�time�after�decentering.�
�

�
Airplane�hangar�at�Chièvres��

�



3.3�The�‘Civil�Engineering�Arrow’�at�the�Brussels�international�exhibition�1958��
�
For�the�1958�Brussels�international�exhibition,�Paduart�and�architect�J.�Van�Doosselaere�received�an�
official� commission� from� the� Belgian� government� to� design� a� structural� symbol� testifying� of� the�
victory� of� Belgian� civil� engineering� over� nature.� The� structure� had� to� support� a� footbridge�
overhanging�a�1/3500�map�of�Belgium�where�the�civil�engineering�and�public�works�were�highlighted.�
The�final�structure,�which�was�to�be�known�as�the� ‘Civil�Engineering�Arrow’,�was�a�spectacular�thin�
wall,�4�cm�thick�at�the�tip,�reinforced�concrete�cantilever�beam�80m�long�with�an�inverted�A�section,�
balanced�by�a� triangular�shell� roof�with�29m�sides�and�a� thickness�of�6cm.�This�construction�made�
Paduart�internationally�known.�The�engineer�and�the�architect�jointly�received�the�1962�Construction�
Practice�Award�of�the�American�Concrete�Institute�for�their�‘Arrow’,�which�was�dismantled�in�1970.�
�

�
The�‘Civil�Engineering�Arrow’�(Photograph�courtesy�of�SETESCO)�
�

�
Longitudinal�and�transverse�section�of�the�‘Civil�Engineering�Arrow’�Paduart�and�Van�Dooselaere�1960)�



3.4�Church�in�Harelbeke�1966�
�
The�next�involvement�of�Paduart�with�the�design�of�a�thin�concrete�shell�structure�was�for�a�church�in�
Harelbeke� built� in� 1966.� The� architects�were� Léon� Stynen,� Paul� de�Meyer� and�André�Vlieghe.� The�
structure�looks�like�a�truncated�pyramid�with�an�irregular�hexagonal�basis.�The�inclined�bearing�walls�
consist� of� thin� corrugated� concrete� plane� shells� 6cm� thick.� The� natural� lightning� flows� from� the�
inclined�top�through�a�grid�that�stiffens�the�rim�of�the�truncated�section.�

Church�in�Harelbeke�(collection�S.�Van�de�Voorde)� ��������������Perspective�of�Harelbeke�church�(Paduart�1968)�

�
�
3.5�Hypar�shells�1960�1975�
�
From�the�mid�1960s�through�the�mid�1970s,�Paduart�was�associated�with�the�construction�of�several�
hyperbolic� paraboloidal� (HP)� thin� concrete� shells.� The�use�of� such� kind�of� structural� form� for� shell�
roofing�dates�back�to�the�experiments�by�Lafaille�(1934,�1935)�and�the�theoretical�developments�by�
Aimond� (1933,�1936)� in� the�1930s.�The� success�of� this� structural� form�rests� for� the�architect� in� its�
appealing�aspect,�for�the�structural�engineer�in�its�simple�structural�analysis�and�for�the�contractor�in�
its� economical� formwork�consisting� in� a� system�of� straight�planks� supported�by�another� system�of�
straight� lines.� This� structural� form� has� been� especially� popularised� by� the� architect�engineer� Felix�
Candela�who�built�numerous�hypar�roofs�in�Mexico�during�the�1950s�and�1960s.�Sseveral�designed�by�
him�or�under�his�supervision�still�exist�in�the�Brussels�area;�swimmingpool�in�Genk,�Renault�garage�in�
Anderlecht,�shelter�at�the�ULB�and�the�house�of�architect�Huberty�in�Terhulpen.�

Shelter�at�the�ULB�(collection�J.�Schiffman)� � ������������Renault�garage�in�Anderlecht�(collection�J.�Schiffman)�



Much�larger�and�original�is�the�roof�covering�the�swimming�pool�in�Genk�built�in�1975,�the�architects�
were�I.�Isgour�and�H.�Montois.�The�structure�is�an�assemblage�of�five�HP�shells�covering�a�hexagonal�
area.� The� entire� roof� is� principally� supported� on� two� abutments� linked� by� a� prestressed� tie� lying�
underground.� The� free� distance�between� is� 73.8m� and� transversally,� the� free�overhanging� is� 36m.�
The�thickness�of�the�shell�is�7cm.�
�

�
Swimming�pool�in�Genk�(collection�S.�Van�de�Voorde)�
�

�
Swimming�pool�in�Genk�(Photograph�courtesy�of�SETESCO)



The�House�of�architect�Huberty,�where�the�walls�and�the�roof�exist�out�concrete,�is�an�example�of�the�
rare�application�of�shell�constructions�in�private�house�building.�The�house�is�20�by�10�meters�and�
covert�by�two�hypars�with�uneven�surface.��The�experimental�roof�construction�is�only�50mm�thick.��
�

�
The�House�of�architect�Huberty�(collection�S.�Van�de�Voorde)�
�

�
The�House�of�architect�Huberty�(collection�J.�Schiffman)�

�



3.4�Grandstand�of�the�Groenendael�hippodrome�1980�
�
The� design� of� a� thin� concrete� shell� for� the� Groenendael� hippodrome�was� the� last� involvement� of�
Paduart.�The�prototype�of�all�grandstands�of�this�kind�is�probably�the�structure�designed�by�Torroja�in�
1935� for� the�Zarzuella� racecourse�near�Madrid.�But�where�Torroja�used�vaults�having� the�shape�of�
hyperboloidal� sectors,� Paduart� and� architects� from� CERAU� designed� here� a� folded� plate� roof.� The�
length�of�the�cantilever�(13.5�m)�is�nearly�the�same�at�Madrid.�The�total�length�of�the�Groenendael�
roof�is�about�106�m,�without�any�expansion�joint,�and�the�thickness�varies�from�7�to�12�cm.�
�

�
Groenendael�hippodrome�(collection�J.�Schiffman)�

�

�
Madrid�hippodrome,�Zarzuella�racecourse,1935�(Photograph from Bull. IASS no.1, 1960) 



Madrid�(Torroja�1958,�3)� � � � ��� Groenendael�(Paduart,�Schiffmann�and�Clantin�1985)�

�
�
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INVISIBLE 
CONCRETE

Kim 
Versteghe

CONFLUENCE OF BEAUTY AND
SURROUNDINGS

Looking around on the street, you discover 

invisible concrete everywhere. Invisible, because 

even professionals are often not aware that 

imposing facades, beautiful textures and even 

paving are made of concrete. Because concrete 

isn’t that gray?

The base of concrete is indeed gray. It consists 

of gravel, sand, water and cement. Usually it is these 

cement-film that covers the granules and gives the 

elements his gray colour. But even here, by using a 

different kind of cement, it’s possible to create a big 

variety of light to dark gray.

Red, yellow, green and blue cement doesn’t 

exists. But by simple adding some colour pigments to 

your cement, a whole new spectrum is created.

Below the cement-film is also a wealth of 

opportunities hidden. We can use them by removing 

the film (lightly, softly, aggressive,…) or by editing 

the film. By that the granules comes to the surface 

and they look small or big, round or sharp,… 

Another property of concrete is the pouring. 

The formwork can be used as a decorative element; 

a relief, an interact with logos, some graving,… 

everything is possible. 

LÄNGSSCHNITT MULDE
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LIGHT & CONCRETE
In 2007 FEBELARCH, a Belgian association 

of manufacturers of architectonic concrete, 

organised a workshop about light and concrete; 

at the first sight two opposites. Some innovative 

ideas are the results of their creative thinking about 

invisible concrete.

COMPLEX 3D
The idea: a variable concrete module who’s 

stackable or switchable, with variation in the ratio 

open/closed, and a strong spatial experience. The

use of a three dimensional design provides a play 

of depth and shadow, and creates a new kind of 

façade.

MAX LIGHT
The idea: development of translucent 

concrete by replacing the traditional aggregate 

through transparent materials. By using a hollow 

column as form and by adding the correct amount 

of glass shards, it’s possible to create translucent 

concrete.

LED INTEGRATION
The idea: integration of LED lights in 

concrete. The rebars are used as electrical 

conductors for the LED’s.
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GREEN CONCRETE
In 2008 FEBELARCH organised a workshop 

about green concrete. The durability and the 

lifetime cycle of concrete formed the basis. Striking

was the ambition of the designers to search for real 

green concrete; with real vegetation. As it were a 

search for living buildings.

GROWCRETE
The development of Growcrete-concrete is 

focused on creating a proper habitat for vegetation. 

The investigation was first started from the idea 

that the vegetation from the wild ends up in the 

concrete. The other idea was making a concrete 

with seeds, added during the production. So it 

would be possible to order for example strawberry 

concrete.

INTERACTIVE CONCRETE
Interactive concrete has a surface that 

reacts to different climatic conditions. By applying 

dyes, a façade that varies depending on weather 

conditions is created.

CONCRETE PLANT
Concrete plant is a concrete element which 

is part of a façade system. The planters can house 

different plants, depending on the desired façade



INVISIBLE CONCRETE IS EVERYWHERE

Concrete is everywhere. And still thousands of 
possibilities with concrete are invented everyday. Designers
keep on searching for exactly that effect, or that colour, 
for that atmosphere they want to create with the most 
flexible material ever: concrete. Concrete that’s no longer 
experienced as concrete.

No other material provokes more creativity of the 
designer then concrete. Textures, profiles, rough surfaces, 
translucent; a way of possibilities for the expressive 
designers. But concrete can also be tight and sober, to 
create a serene atmosphere.

The aesthetic possibilities of architectonic concrete are 
almost endless. The material is virtual mouldable into almost 
every form
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‘Highlights in a tradition of reinforced 
concrete in Belgian architecture’

Vandewalle Jürgen 



1.1 SYSTEM HENNIBIQUE

The first use of reinforced concrete in Belgium started 
with the inventor of a wellknown construction system 
in this material: François Hennebique.  Hennebique  
(1842 – 1921) who operated as a contractor at Kortijk 
(Belgium) was a French engineer and self-educated 
builder who patented his pioneering reinforced-
concrete construction system in 1892, integrating 
separate elements of construction, such as the column 
and the beam, into a single monolithic element. The 
Hennebique system was one of the first appearances 
of the modern reinforced-concrete method of con-
struction.

Hennebique’s Béton Armé system started out by 
using concrete as a fireproof protection for wrought 
iron beams, on a house project in Belgium in 1879. 
Hennebique realised however, that the floor system 
would be more economic if the iron were used only 
where the slab was in tension, relying on the concrete 
in the compression areas. His solution was reinforced 
concrete - a concrete slab with steel bars in its bottom 
face.

1.2 URSULINE CHAPEL

In Belgium, especially the Catholic Church was one of the 
pioneers of experimental design with concrete. One, of 
many examples of such front running experimental design, 
is the Urseline Convent Chapel, that is constructed between 
1909 and 1910. It is better known as the first example of 
visible use of concrete in religious architecture in Belgium. 
The choice for concrete as finishing layer was made merely 
for budgetary reasons. “In the early part of this year, the 
Janssen brothers of Neerpelt invented a building system 
in reinforced concrete, cheap and sound, which made it 
possible to erect a chapel.” The chapel was erected out of a 
skeleton construction with a frequent repetition of columns, 
filled in with small prefabricated panels in concrete, linked 
on the spot with cement based mortar. Around 1912 the 
Chapel was restyled with walling in masonry, because of 
water problems. 

1. BELGIAN PIONEERS IN CONCRETE-----------------------------------------------------------------------



2.2 SCULPTURE HOUSE 
In search for a synthesis of structure and form, the 
Belgian Architect Jacques Gillet, together with sculp-
tor Félix Roulin and engineer René Greisch, designed 
what has become known as the sculpture house. 
Jacques Gillet broke new ground in the domain of 
organic architecture, mainly throughout the founding 
of a program entitled  “research on form and archi-
tecture” at the architecture school and because of his 
contact with Bruce Goff. About the Sculpture house, 
Gillet wrote the following: 
“The materials and techniques used gave the team 
a creative liberty: steel bars were folded, and placed 
one by one, to enhance the contingency between 
nature, space, material and poetry. A metal mesh was 
affixed to the steel bars and the ultimate form was 
then secured by projecting a fast setting concrete 
onto it: direct, immediate and efficient. The exterior is 
just the mere envelope of the interior: no additional 
structure whatsoever was necessary. The structure 
was left bare on the outside, postulating a true unity 
between form and material”

The design and especiialy the constructionmethods of 
Gillet had some remarkable influence in the tradition 
of organic architecture and the use of concrete. 

2. THE USAGE OF CONCRETE IN EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING DESIGN--------------------------------

2.1 MODERNISM, HOUSING AND CONCRETE

The use of concrete quickly became a main method in architecture. Especially the acceptance of concrete constructing 
by modernist architects played a huge role in this evolution. In cité moderne (left) Victor Bourgeois designed for low-cost 
construction with the use of reinforced concrete, wath was at that time an experimental technique. The Haegens House 
designed by Huib Hoste (right) was erected by means of spraying concrete onto a metal mesh. These experimental tech-
niques became more and more accepted beacuse they were frequently used by modernist architects. 



3.1 LIBRARY TOWER, GHENT, VAN DE VELDE & MAGNEL

The Library Tower at Ghent, 64m high and holding over 2 
million books, was designed by the Belgian architect Henry 
van de Velde (1863-1957) in 1933. Gustave Magnel, as a 
colleague of van de Velde at Ghent University, was asked to 
act as consulting engineer for aspects concerning stability 
and the use of concrete. The choice for reinforced concrete, 
initially left bare, was very rare at that time (the lack of expe-
rience at that time and the imperfect execution has made it 
disappear behind an outside coating since the 1960’s). The 
bare concrete emphasized on the innovative character of the 
construction method of climbing shuttering. It was the first 
time that this technique, today omnipresent yet pioneering in 
those days, was used on the construction of a public build-
ing in Belgium. The storey-high steel formwork was reused, 
gradually climbing his way to the top with a hoist. Horizontal 
lifting joints, visible in historical pictures, bear the evidence of 
this technique.

3.2 THE “ZUIDERTOREN” IN BRUSSELS

One of the most fascinating buildings ever erected us-
ing Preflex beams (see next page) is the “Zuidertoren” 
in Brussels. The “Zuidertoren” is a 37-story office tower 
with a height of 150m. Lipski’s direct involvement as 
a consulting engineer to the team of architects gives 
this building a personal touch: a specific application of 
the Preflex beam resulted in a tower block based on a 
mould-breaking concept. 
At first, the architects designed a tower with loadbearing columns positioned in the facade. But Lipski thought other-
wise and proposed a system of cantilevered floors, supported by the central core. This solution allowed for very slender 
profiling in the facade (resulting in a higher facade transparency) and created a majestic “hovering” tower. The tower 
consists of a succession of cantilevered floors: the bearing structure of which constitutes a self-contained structural 
entity, one every two stories. Each level is made up of a concrete, ribbed-slab floor, supported by 4 Preflex beams and 
enclosed by 4 concrete ring beams.

3. CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE TOWERS -------------------------------------------------------------------



4.1 THE PREFLEX BEAM BY ABRAHAM LIPSKI (1911-1982) 

In 1951 Abraham Lipski, a Belgian civil engineer, invents 
a new high performance girder. This structural member is 
composed of steel and concrete and uses the characteristics 
of both materials to full advantage. The principle is simple 
but ingenious: a H-shaped steel beam is bent and “freezed” 
as such by partly encasing it with concrete. This procedure 
increases the beams’ rigidity considerably. The Preflex beam’s 
performance is impressive: very large spans can be realized 
with minimal construction heights. 

For 50 years now, the Preflex beam has been used success-
fully in civil engineering and for the construction of large 
public buildings in Belgium. From this point of view, the 
Preflex beam has had a noticeable impact on the Belgian (ar-
chitectural) landscape. The huge success of the Preflex beam 
is due to Lipski’s qualities as an engineer, together with a 
dynamic entrepreneurship. In the space of a few short years, 
the Preflex beam earns for itself a considerable reputation in 
the world of civil engineering and public buildings. This oc-
curs not only in Belgium, but also on a global scale. 

Lipski participated in the design and constructing of some 
mayor architectural projects, like the ‘zuidertoren’ and park-
ing 58 that was built for the worldfair of 1958 in Brussels. 
The latest example still serves as one of the best examples 
of  parkingconstructions, because of the big amounts of free 
space that is delivered by using preflex-beams. 

4. ABRAHAM LIPSKI AND THE INVENTION OF THE PREFLEX BEAM --------------------------------



5. FURTHER APPLICATION OF CONCRETE IN BELGIAN ARCHITECTURE-----------------------------

5.2 JULIAAN LAMPENS (1926)

‘Brick remains one of the best construction 
material, but unfortunately the possibilities are 
limited. I am not passionate on concrete, but 
on the possibilities which that material offers. 
The constructive gesture that an architect puts 
forward, is the first step to beauty’

One of the best examples of Belgian architects 
who use concrete on a specific way to design 
their projects is Juliaan Lampens. Lampens was 
influenced by the work of Le Corbusier and es-
pecially by his somewhat rough use of concrete, 
that is better known as brutalism. Just like Le 
Corbusier Lampens needed the possibilities 
of reinforced concrete to complete his design, 
because other materials were not suffice. The 
complete open plans without pillars or even 
without walls and the placing of every room 
seemingly conjoined with each other wasn’t 
possible using brick only. His most specific and 
well-known project in this tradition is the ‘Our 
blessed lady of Kerselare pilgrimage Chapel’, 
Edelare (1964-1966) of which he says the fol-
lowing: “After the casting of the first layer of 
concrete, up to the first construction joint at a 
height of 1.2 metres, many people thought that 
silos were being built there.” However the ul-
timate result was magnificent and couldn’t be 
reached without the use of reinforced concrete. 
After this project, Lampens became known as a 
representative for the brutalistic use of rein-
forced concrete. The ‘Van Wassenhove house, 
Sint-martens-latem, (1970-74) was a project 
that confirmed this status. 

5.1 PHILLIPS PAVILLION (1958)

At the world’s fair in Brussels (1958) archi-
tect Le Corbusier and Xenakis together with 
engineer Duyster of Strabed searched the limits 
of reinforced concrete by building their Philips 
Pavilion. The pavilion is a cluster of nine hyper-
bolic paraboloids, composed asymmetrically to 
create dynamically-angled contours constructed 
out of prestressed concrete. The pavillion was 
for that time a very experimental design and 
it pointed out the possibilities of reinforced 
concrete to many Belgian and International 
architects. The construction is built up out of a 
membrane used as a mould on which concrete 
is sprayed or cast.
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4 APPROACHES TO CONCRETE 

CONCRETE AS SPACEMAKER 

Louis Kahn Philips Exeter Academy Library 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMFlrA02GUM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34XMv_pC_NM&feature=related

CONCRETE CORNERS 

Carlo Scarpa   Brion Cementery 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOwFYm1tAmc&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wqnegqct9Vo&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cB1vIFDcb4&feature=related
(met interview) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCeNAogsxIM&feature=related

THE BODY AS MOULD 

Anti Lovag   Palais de Bulles 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0R9dA5206s
(lc perrett, lovag) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSwWkT_uLug
(3d modellen vier villas) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgUjp6YUPBc
(Le palais Bulles) 

MODULES AND PLANES 

Baukje Trenning   pavement / casestudies 

http://www.baukjetrenning.nl/downloads/baukje_trenning.pdf

http://www.bureaubakker.com/casestudiesslideshow.html



Phillips Exeter Academy Library
Exeter Library atrium 

The Phillips Exeter Academy Library at Phillips Exeter 
Academy in Exeter, New Hampshire is the largest 
secondary school library in the world. Built by renowned 
architect Louis Kahn, it is widely recognized as an 
architectural masterpiece of international significance. Its 
most notable feature is a dramatic atrium with enormous 
circular openings that reveal several floors of book stacks. 

History
The first library at Phillips Exeter Academy was a single 
small room. A member of the class of 1833 remembered it 
as containing "old sermons and some history, scarcely 
ever read." Even as late as 1905 the library had only two 
rooms and 2000 volumes. 

In 1912 the richly furnished Davis Library was added to the campus with space for 5000 volumes. 
Although a major improvement, its atmosphere was inhospitable by today's standards. Stacks were 
locked to students. The librarian's office was located at the entrance to the stacks to maximize 
control over entry. Decisions about library programs and book selections were in the hands of an 
all-male faculty committee instead of the female library staff. 

In 1950 Rodney Armstrong became librarian, the first with a graduate degree in library science. 
One of his first moves was to open the stacks to students. That solved one problem, but the real 
difficulty was the lack of space. The library contained 35,000 volumes at that point, many of them 
stored in cardboard boxes for lack of shelf room. After years of effort, Armstrong eventually 
succeeded in bringing a new library to the academy.[1]

Renowned architect Louis Kahn was chosen to design the new library in 1965 and it was ready for 
occupancy in 1971.[2]:390,394 The building is widely recognized as an architectural masterpiece. 
Influential architectural historian Vincent Scully, for example, used a photo of it as the frontispiece 
for his book Modern Architecture and Other Essays.[3]

On November 16, 1971, classes were suspended for a day, and students, faculty, and staff moved 
books (the library had 60,000 volumes by this time) from the old Davis Library into the new 
library.[4]:204

Henry Beford, who became librarian shortly after the new library was occupied, supervised the 
transition not only to the new building but also to a new way of operating a library. Staff librarians 
were encouraged to see themselves as co-instructors with the regular faculty and to put less 



emphasis on shushing library patrons. A piano was installed and the library began sponsoring 
lectures and concerts. 

In 1977 Jacquelyn Thomas became librarian, the first with full faculty status. Today she oversees a 
staff of seven, all with graduate degrees in library science.[1] During Thomas' tenure the library's 
collection and programming grew to a size appropriate to a small liberal arts college. Today the 
library houses 160,000 volumes on nine levels and has a shelf capacity of 250,000 volumes, 
making it the largest secondary school library in the world. The library also contains a collection of 
works by alumni/ae as well as the Academy Archives. 

The library was the first building on campus to be computerized thanks to the foresight of 
Armstrong and Kahn, who made sure the library had sufficient conduit space for the cabling 
needed by the coming computer revolution.[1]

In 1995, the library was officially named the Class of 1945 Library, honoring Dr. Lewis Perry, 
Exeter's eighth principal (1914–1946). 

Choosing Louis Kahn as architect 

Exeter Library atrium with crossbeams above and circular double 
staircase below 

The project to build a new and larger library began in 1950 and 
progressed slowly for several years. By the mid-1960s, O'Connor & 
Kilham, the architectural firm that had designed libraries for 
Barnard, Amherst and West Point,[1]:26 had been chosen and had 
drafted plans for a new building with traditional architecture.[4]:184

Richard Day arrived as the new principal of the academy at that 
point, however, and found their design to be unsatisfactory. He 
dismissed the architects, declaring his intention to hire "the very 
best contemporary architect in the world to design our library".[4]:184

The school's building committee was tasked with finding a new 
architect. Influential members of the committee became interested 
in Louis Kahn at an early stage, but they interviewed several other 
prominent architects as well, including Paul Rudolph, I. M. Pei, 

Philip Johnson and Edward Larrabee Barnes.[2]:390 Kahn's prospects received a boost when Jonas 
Salk, whose son had attended Exeter, called Armstrong and invited him to visit the Salk Institute in 
California, which Kahn had recently built to widespread acclaim. Kahn was awarded the 
commission for the library in November 1965.[4]:186

Kahn had already thought deeply about the proper design for a library, having earlier submitted 
proposals for a new library at Washington University.[8]:305 He also expressed a deep reverence for 
books, saying, "A book is tremendously important. Nobody ever paid the price of a book, they only 



paid for the printing".Describing the book as an offering, Kahn said, "How precious a book is in light 
of the offering, in light of the one who has the privilege of the offering. The library tells you of this 
offering".

The building committee carefully considered what they wanted in a new library and presented their 
ideas to Kahn in an unusually detailed document that went through more than fifty drafts. 

The early designs included some items that were eventually rejected, such as a roof garden and 
two exterior towers with stairs that were open to the weather. They were removed from the plans 
when the building committee reminded Kahn that neither of those features would be practical in 
New England winters. 

Architecture
The building committee's document specified that the new library should be "unpretentious, though 
in a handsome, inviting contemporary style." Kahn accordingly made the building's exterior 
relatively undramatic, suitable for a small New England town. Its facade is primarily brick with teak 
wood panels at most windows marking the location of a pair of wooden carrels. The bricks are 
load-bearing; that is, the weight of the outer portion of the building is carried by the bricks 
themselves, not by a hidden steel frame. Kahn calls this fact to the viewer's attention by making the 
brick piers noticeably thicker at the bottom where they have more weight to bear. The windows are 
correspondingly wider toward the top where the piers are thinner. Kahn said, "The weight of the 
brick makes it dance like a fairy above and groan below". 

Exeter Library Exterior 

The corners of the building are chamfered (cut off), allowing the viewers to see the outer parts of 
the building's structure. The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects says, "Kahn sometimes 
perceived a building as enclosed by 'plate-walls,' and to give emphasis to this structural form, he 
interrupted the plates at the corner, leaving a gap between them. The Library at Phillips Exeter 
Academy in Exeter, New Hampshire (1967-1972) is a classic example". 

Many of Kahn's buildings have something about them that evokes the timeless atmosphere of the 
European and Egyptian ruins he studied so intently. Kahn expressed this concept here with the 
unfinished appearance created by the chamfered corners and the uppermost part of the building, 
which from the ground looks something like a deserted floor with empty window frames. 



A shadowed arcade circles the building on the ground floor. The entrance is definitely not a focal 
point of the building; first-time visitors must often hunt to find it. The original design called for 
landscaping with a paved forecourt that would have indicated the entrance without disrupting the 
symmetry of the facade. Architectural historian William Jordy said, "Perverse as the hidden 
entrance may seem, it emphatically reinforces Kahn's statement that his design begins on the 
periphery with the circle of individual carrels, each with its separate window". 

Exeter Library atrium with edge of circular stairway at lower right 

A circular double staircase built from concrete and faced with travertine greets the visitor upon 
entry into the library. At the top of the stairs the visitor enters a dramatic central hall with enormous 
circular openings that reveal several floors of book stacks. At the top of the atrium, two massive 
concrete cross beams diffuse the light entering from the clerestory windows. 

Carter Wiseman, author of Louis Kahn: Beyond Time and Style, said, "The many comparisons of 
the experience of entering Exeter's main space to that of entering a cathedral are not accidental. 
Kahn clearly wanted the students to be humbled by the sense of arrival, and he succeeded".[4]:194

David Rineheart, who worked as an architect for Kahn, said, "for Lou, every building was a temple. 
Salk was a temple for science. Dhaka was a temple for government. Exeter was a temple for 
learning". 

Because the stacks are visible from the floor of the central hall, the layout of the library is clear to 
the visitor at a glance, which was one of the goals the Academy's building committee had set for 
Kahn. 

The central room is 52 feet (15.8 m) high, as measured from the floor to the beginning of 
the roof structure, and 32 feet (9.8 m) wide. Those dimensions approximate a ratio known 
as the Golden Section, which was studied by the ancient Greeks and has been considered 
the ideal architectural ratio for centuries. 



Vitruvian Man by Leonardo da Vinci 

The circle and the square that are combined so 
dramatically in the atrium were considered to be the 
perfect geometric units by the ancient Roman architect 
Vitruvius. He also noted that the human body is 
proportioned so that it can fit in both shapes, a concept 
that was famously expressed with a combined circle and 
square by Leonardo da Vinci in his drawing Vitruvian Man. 

The library is constructed in three concentric areas (Kahn 
called them "doughnuts").In the words of Robert McCarter, 
author of Louis I. Kahn, "From the very beginning of the 
design process, Kahn conceived of the three types of 
spaces as if they were three buildings constructed of 

different materials and of different scales – buildings-within-buildings".The outer area, which 
houses the reading carrels, is made of brick. The middle area, which contains the heavy book 
stacks, is made of reinforced concrete. The inner area is the atrium. 

The outer "building," which holds the carrels, consists of four brick structures, each of them 16 feet 
(4.9 m) deep and each acting as one of the four outside walls. Figure 6 in an academic paper 
called "The Tectonic Integration of Louis I. Kahn�s Exeter Library" provides a helpful exploded view 
drawing of the library's constituent parts. The shape of the four brick carrel structures can also be 
seen from outside the library at the chamfered corners. They are built with load-bearing brick, a 
style of construction whose heavy internal structural elements help to create the cloistered 
atmosphere that Kahn felt was appropriate for library carrels. 

The specifications of the Academy's building committee called for a large number of carrels (the 
library has 210) and for the carrels to be placed near windows so they could receive natural light. 
The latter point matched Kahn's personal inclinations perfectly because he himself strongly 
preferred natural light: "He is also known to have worked by a window, refusing to switch on an 
electric light even on the darkest of days". Each pair of carrels has a large window above, and each 
individual carrel has a small window at desk height with a sliding panel for adjusting the light. 

The placement of carrel spaces at the periphery was the product of thinking that began years 
earlier when Kahn submitted proposals for a new library at Washington University. There he 
dispensed with the traditional arrangement of completely separate library spaces for books and 
readers, usually with book stacks on the periphery of the library and reading rooms toward the 
center. Instead he felt that reading spaces should be near the books and also to natural light.[8]:304

For Kahn, the essence of a library was the act of taking a book from a shelf and walking a few 
steps to a window for a closer look: "A man with a book goes to the light. A library begins that way. 
He will not go fifty feet away to an electric light".Each carrel area is associated with two levels of 
book stacks, with the upper level structured as a mezzanine that overlooks the carrels. The book 
stacks also look out into the atrium. 



The library's heating and cooling needs are supplied by the nearby dining hall, which Kahn built at 
the same time as the library 

Architectural interpretations 
The interpretations of Kahn's design offered by architectural experts sometimes vary in interesting 
ways:

Massive cross beams that diffuse the light at the top of the 
atrium 

Cross braces: There is general agreement that the role of 
the massive cross braces at the top of the atruim is to 
provide structural strength and also to diffuse the light. 
Kahn scholar Sarah Goldhagen, however, thinks there is 
more to the story than that: "the concrete X-shaped cross 
below the skylit ceiling at the Exeter Library is grossly 
exaggerated for dramatic effect." Professor Kathleen 
James-Chakraborty goes even further: "Above, in the most 

sublime gesture of all, floats a concrete cross brace, illuminated by clerestory windows. Its weight, 
which appears ready to come crashing down upon the onlooker, revives the sense of threat 
dissipated elsewhere by the reassuring familiarity of the brick skin and wood details".Kahn similarly 
floated a massive concrete structure in the ceiling of the First Unitarian Church of Rochester, which 
he designed a few years earlier. 

Ruins: Several scholars have noted that Kahn deliberately introduced elements into several of his 
buildings that give them the ageless atmosphere of ruins. Kahn himself spoke of "wrapping ruins 
around buildings," although in the context of another project. In his essay "Louis I. Kahn and the 
Ruins of Rome," Vincent Scully, a prominent supporter of this interpretation, said, "And in his 
library at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hampshire, Kahn won't even let it become a building; he 
wants it to remain a ruin. The walls don't connect at the top. They remain like a hollow shell..." 
Architect and Kahn scholar Romaldo Giurgola, on the other hand, avoids this interpretation in the 
entry he wrote for Louis Kahn in the Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects. In it, while discussing 
the arrangement of exterior elements of Kahn's National Assembly Building of Bangladesh, 
Giurgola wrote, "This relationship with daylight was the determining element behind this solution, 
rather than the formal desire to 'create ruins,' as some critics have suggested." In the very next 
paragraph Guirgola describes the chamfered corners of the library at Phillips Exeter by saying only 
that Kahn used this device to show that the structural importance of the corner is greatly reduced in 
buildings like the Exeter library that are constructed with reinforced concrete and other modern 
materials. 



In a Corner of Italy, A Rare, Lonely Tomb 
By JAMES STERNGOLD; JAMES STERNGOLD is a correspondent in the Tokyo bureau of The Times. 

Published: August 27, 1989 

ITALY is a country of arches. Walking through nearly any Italian city or town, the eye glides 
across the scenery not in straight lines but in gentle arcs, weaving patterns of dramatic 
shadows in the abundant sunlight and slowing the eye down to Italy's leisurely pace.  

Streets have their arched colonnades to frame the world within soft curves, windows of old 
homes are capped with these feats of engineering economy, churches have their lofty portals 
bent from the weight of stone sculpture into taut arches, cathedrals have their domes. This 
architectural tradition is an essential part of a visitor's experience of Italy.  

Architecture in this century, however, has fallen in love with the austere geometry of lines and 
right angles. At their worst, in the early part of the century, modern architectural theorists 
regarded anything as sentimental as a curved line perfidious. That attitude influenced 
architects in Italy as elsewhere, presenting particularly vexing problems of how to integrate 
the new with the older, softer Italy.

One modern Italian architect who wrestled with this tension was Carlo Scarpa, who died in 
1978. His designs show a passion for strict, angular composition and the brutal materials of 
modern architecture, such as raw concrete and steel. And yet, in his own way, he did try to 
introduce the sort of spiritual element that suffuses more traditional Italian design.  

One of the best places for observing this experiment is, oddly enough, a family tomb he built 
starting in 1969 near the northern Italian town of Asolo - a hill town rich with history - at the 
cemetery of San Vito d'Altivole. The Brion tomb that Scarpa designed, and where he is also 
buried, can be made into an interesting jaunt for a visitor to northern Italy, an excuse to see a 
different side of Italian design and a bit of this lovely countryside.

The tomb is actually a complex of buildings and walkways on a plot of less than an acre, 
fabricated in rough concrete but detailed with steel, brass and marble. An element of serenity 
is introduced by a course of water weaving through the compound. This is but one of several 
Asian design elements that Scarpa self-consciously borrowed to soften the overall effect.  

The visit begins at Asolo, a tidy village known for the grand Villa Cipriani hotel and several 
fine, small restaurants. Though it is little more than a pinprick on the map, the town has long 
been a magnet for poets and writers, and even Scarpa himself lived there for a decade.  

Asolo fits snugly between several hills, in the shadows of a ruined castle. The town's narrow 
streets lie in shadow, winding past handsome stucco-covered houses, some of which are 
festooned with lovely remnants of ruddy, centuries-old frescoes. The scale is modest and 
human, the air serene. Asolo's main square is thus an inviting spot to sip a cool drink or an 
espresso on a lazy afternoon.

Writers and artists have long been drawn by this beauty. Robert Browning wrote of Asolo in 
an early poem, ''Pippa Passes,'' and he borrowed its name for his last volume of poetry, 



''Asolando.'' Browning's last autumn, in fact, was spent in Asolo with his close friend, the 
American expatriate Katharine de Kay Bronson.  

The town was also home to the actress Eleonora Duse in the early part of the century, and her 
handsome, crimson-colored house can still be viewed. And Henry James composed part of 
''The Aspern Papers'' in Asolo. (Another pleasure is culinary. In the fall, you might try the 
Hosteria Ca'Derton, at 11 Piazza Gabrielle d'Annunzio. With some luck there will be a table 
in the middle of the dining room, upon which will be resting a wicker basket filled with huge, 
fat, brown porcini mushrooms; they are then grilled and served like steaks.) In addition, Asolo 
lies amid handsome, green country, where the land grows hilly as it rises toward the Alps. It is 
near Monte Grappa, which gives its name to the high-octane liquor and was also the site of 
bloody World War I battles.  

The Brion tomb is about five miles south of Asolo. It lies at the end of a path lined with 
sycamores, at the edge of a cornfield. From an architectural standpoint, the location is 
noteworthy because this is the heart of Palladio country. Within six miles of the town are two 
villas - Villa Barbaro, at Maser, and Villa Emo, at Fanzolo - designed by the renowned 16th-
century Italian architect whose designs have become the paradigm for the stately, classically 
inspired country estate.  

An hour's drive to the south of Asolo is Vicenza, a Palladian showcase. Within Vicenza - 
whose streets are bordered by some of the most strikingly pretty colonnaded arches to be 
found in Italy - are a handful of well-known Palladian masterpieces. And just outside 
Vicenza, atop a hillock, is the Villa Rotunda, a design of ethereal lightness that epitomizes the 
seductive proportions and appeal of Palladio.

The experience of the Brion tomb could hardly be more different.  

First, it lies not up a majestic drive or on a hilltop commanding a view, but behind an ordinary 
looking Italian cemetery, down the road from a furniture store, on the edge of a farm. The 
tomb does not look outward, but turns in. It is enclosed within a bare concrete wall.

To get there, drive south from Asolo and down the lane heading toward San Vito. Just past the 
furniture shop will be a small sign reading: Tomba Monumentale Brion Opera Arch. Scarpa. 
Taking a tiny, narrow path to the left, the cemetery will come into view. In front is the town's 
regular burial ground, with bare, white rows of monuments. Behind is a concrete and steel 
gate, the first sign of Scarpa's unusual complex.  

The first view is of the chapel, which immediately tells the visitor that this will not be a rich 
and warm design, but an austere, intellectual one. The walls are cast in plain concrete, 
embellished at the top and edges not with curves but sharp stepped patterns. All of these hard 
edges hint at both Art Deco and ancient Egyptian pyramids.  

The chapel is bordered by a moat, traversed by concrete stepping stones.

Scarpa accentuated even further the sharp angularity of his plan by casting his stepped 
patterns under the water's surface, completing his vision of a world cast in right angles.

The small chapel's interior, almost totally devoid of religious symbols, is a different 
experience. There are a number of rich materials, such as wood, brass, linen and marble. The 



windows are articulated into squares and rectangles like a Mondrian painting. Overhead is a 
pyramid-shaped skylight allowing in a stream of warm sunlight. Scarpa's attention to detail is 
evident here. All the fixtures, from candleholders to doorknobs, were made to his 
specification.  

The main entryway to the chapel reveals another key influence on Scarpa that also softens 
some of his hard edges - Chinese art. The door is a large circle cut into the wall. Scarpa 
borrowed this element from the Chinese. He uses this element again in the entryway to the 
garden; this time, he places two intersecting circles in the concrete.  

The garden, with a lawn and plantings, also softens the architecture. The main tombs, tall 
slabs of stone angled inward, about five feet tall, lie under a broad concrete arch of about 15 
feet, from which spills greenery. It is a spot where Scarpa tried to bring together his sharp 
angles and hard edges with a soft arc. Tucked inside a corner of the interior garden is a plain 
white marble slab memorializing this dreamer, marked with brass inlaid letters. They spell the 
name of Scarpa, and circle it with a constellation from the night sky. If you go  
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BAUKJE TRENNING, DESIGNER 

“I draw with light; the shades caused by the relief change with every moment of the 
day and every season, creating different images all the time.” 

As a designer of architectural surfaces, Baukje Trenning has designed rhythms for 
buildings and outdoor spaces over the past 10 years. This 'skin' should stimulate 
observation and add an extra dimension to space. Examples of her work include the 
river locks at Hansweert (NL) and Structuur 010, a pattern for a concrete dam. 
Baukje uses relief and repetition of elements on both macro and micro levels. "By 
adding something special to the 'skin' of buildings, outdoor spaces and landscapes, I 
want to invite the passer-by to 'feel with his eyes', so to speak." 

When she designed the DreenDesign collection, Baukje Trenning chose to use highly 
graphic patterns. "The production technology of prefab concrete is ideal for patterns 
that can be completely controlled, patterns whereby an exact concrete imprint of the 
mould is produced. The patterns are derived from the world of fabrics - not so much 
prints, but three-dimensional patterns that have volume (think of corduroy or knotted 
tapestry). The collection has neutral patterns as well as several highly pronounced 
designs. The latter enhance the character of the various functions of the public 
space.
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INGREDIENTS, TEXTURES,

MOLDS IN SLOVENIA

LANA TOPOLEVEC

INGREDIENTS

Concrete is a construction material composed 

of cement and other cementitious materials such 

as fl y ash and slag cement, aggregate (generally a 

coarse aggregate made of gravels or crushed rocks 

such as limestone, or granite, plus a fi ne aggregate 

such as sand, water, and chemical admixtures. 

In order to carry out construction work  during 

the entire year and for making lasting concrete of 

various qualities and characteristics of fresh and 

hardened state - a high-performance concrete, 

additional chemical additives are necessary, 

since they allow modifi cation and improvement of 

properties of fresh concrete and hardened concrete.

Chemical additives for concrete are used in 

practice when:

- preparing a concrete mix corresponding 

to the specifi c requirements, eg. the concrete has 

provided water-cement ratio (V / C), the minimum 

initial or fi nal strength, machinability, etc. 

- improving the properties of fresh concrete, 

such as machinability, reducing surface water 

evaporation, reducing segregation, enabling easier 

and smoother fi nal surface treatment, reducing the 

costs of concrete construction with faster and easier 

installment or shorter cycles of prefabricated parts 

cnstruction while using less energy, etc.

- placing concrete in adverse weather 

conditions, which include cold winter and hot summer 

temperatures

- improving the quality of hardened concrete, 

for example, increasing the maximum hardness, 

resistance to physicl and chemical aggresion and 

abrasion, ec.

 A wide range of materials is known, which 

infl uence the properties of fresh or hardened 

concrete. In addition, practical usage requires these 

chemical additives to be enviromentally friendly, 

cheap and in compliance with the standards.

Some chemical additives are:

- Plasticizer = helps reduce the water 

requirements in the concrete mixture without 

infl uencing consistency

- Superplasticizer = same as plastifi er but with 

greater effect

- Chemical additive for water evaporation = 

with reduction of water evaporation reduces the loss 

of water

- Air entrainments = during concrete mixing 

inserts a controlled amount of small, evenly 

distributed air bubbles, which stay in concrete after 

it hardens.

- Adhesive accelerator = shortens the time of 

concrete hardening

- Hardening accelerator = reduces the time for 

the fi rst stages of concrete hardening.

- Hardening reducer = lengthens the time  it 

takes for the mixture to solidify 

- Densifi er = reduces capilary absorption  of 

hardened concrete

- Pigments can be used to change the color of 

concrete, for aesthetics

- Corrosion inhibitors are used to minimize the 

corrosion of steel and steel bars in concrete

- Bonding agents are used to create a bond 

between old and new concrete
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TEXTURES

With the use of form liner, concrete can be 

cast and molded to get the feel of any of the various 

numbers of different textures and as such used for 

decorative concrete applications.

Form liners are the liners used in the 

preparation of designs on concrete walls. The 

use of form liners often results in more attractive 

walls for highways, neighborhoods, beaches and 

parks. Form liners come in many different shapes 

and designs, and can produce a variety of different 

results on concrete.

With the surfacing of a request for an 

aesthetically pleasing concrete object is made, 

the wheels of production are set into motion. The 

design team fi rst draws concept drawings and 

presents them for approval. Once the design is 

accepted, the drawings are used for the creation 

of scaled sculptures. The sculptor can create the 

original object using a variety of mediums, such as 

clay, polyurethane or wax. When the masterwork 

is fi nished, a cast is made using synthetic liquid 

rubber, and from this cast, form liners are produced 

in the reverse image of the original.

The procedure of reproducing the pattern on 

the concrete wall is as follows:

A form liner panel is placed on the inside of 

a concrete forming system before the concrete has 

been poured and acts as a mold for the concrete to 

be formed against. Once the concrete has set, the 

forming system can be removed and the form liner 

can be stripped from the hardened concrete surface. 

The resulting concrete surface is permanently 

textured with the pattern of the form liner.



Some exemples of form liners usage in 

Slovenia can be seen on the pictures to the right. 

They also incude the usage of diferent types of 

construction sidings.

There are different types of sidings:

- steel sidings

- wooden sidings with water absorption

- wooden sidings without water absorption
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MOLDS

Molds are often required to form specifi c 

concrete shapes. Fresh concrete is poured into the 

mold until it hardens. Molds are made according 

to customer’s wishes and designs or by taking an 

existing concrete object as a base for the mold. They 

can be made from steel or plastic and can be made 

from a single piece or multiple pieces with different 

ways of combinig them. 

Molds are used for columns, benches, 

decorative elements, vases, fl agstones, roadblocks, 

etc.



USE OF CONCRETE, 

AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACTS

DARJAN PERNAR

INGREDIENTS

The concrete in Slovenia is because of 

hardiness characteristics, competitive prices and 

plain constructions in any shape you want, and is 

it also the most extended material used in building.

Nowadays we can’t imagine constuction 

building without peace of concrete. 

Even constuctions which are made only from 

steel has a foundation from concrete. The concrete 

foundation link construction with the ground in the 

stable whole. 

Modern development of structural systems 

require increasing the quality of load-bearing 

structural materials especially steel and concrete. 

Concrete as a brittle material with high compressive 

and low tensile strength and very ductile reinforcing 

steel with high compressive and tensile strength, 

quality built into almost any shape, enabling the 

implementation of almost unimaginable forms of 

building structures.

MASS CONCRETE STRUCTURES

REINFORCED CONCRETE contains steel 

reinforcing that is designed and placed in structural 

members at specifi c positions to cater for all the 

stress conditions that the member is required to 

accommodate.

IN PRE-TENSIONED CONCRETE, the 

prestressing is achieved by using steel or polymer 

tendons or bars that are subjected to a tensile force 

prior to casting, or for post-tensioned concrete, after 

casting.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE is a form of 

reinforced concrete that builds in compressive 

stresses during construction to oppose those 

found when in use. This can greatly reduce the 

weight of beams or slabs, by better distributing the 

stresses in the structure to make optimal use of the 

reinforcement. For example a horizontal beam will 

tend to sag down. If the reinforcement along the 

bottom of the beam is prestressed, it can counteract 

this. Prestressed concrete decs are commonly used 

for constructing bridges with spans between 25m 

and 450m, as they provideeconomic, durable and 

aesthetic solutions in most situations.

WORKABILITY is the ability of a fresh (plastic) 

concrete mix to fi ll the form/mold properly with the 

desired work (vibration) and without reducing the 

concrete’s quality. Workability depends on water 

content, aggregate (shape and size distribution), 

cementitious content and age (level of hydration), 

and can be modifi ed by adding chemical admixtures. 

Raising the water content or adding chemical 

admixtures will increase concrete workability.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Concrete is second only to water as the most 

consumed substance in the world. Every year, almost 

one ton of concrete is produced for every human on 

the planet, generating CO2 emissions that contribute 

to the greenhouse effect. Concrete and cement 

producers are working together with scientists and 

governmental organizations to minimize this negative 

environmental impact. 
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The world needs an environmentally friendly 

construction material because of the desire to 

reduce CO2  emissions, save nonrenewable 

energy resources, provide aesthetically pleasing 

and healthy surroundings and at the same time 

minimize waste.

CONCRETE CORROSION

Corrosion of concrete is the process which 

depends on chemical substances:

-Level of aggressiveness of the substance

-concentration of substances

-duration of aggressive media

- presence of water,

- temperature increase 

- surface area exposed to aggressive media,

- waterproof of the ground



CONCRETE CORROSION

Corrosion of concrete is the process which 

depends on chemical substances:

- Level of aggressiveness of the substance

- concentration of substances

- duration of aggressive media

- presence of water,

- temperature increase 

- surface area exposed to aggressive media,

- waterproof of the ground

Secondary effl orescence: 

Water seeping through the concrete, often 

in cracks, having dissolved components of cement 

stone: like Osteoporosis of the concrete. This often 

happens in parking garages, as road salt comes off 

cars as a saline solution in the winter, then affecting 

the concrete fl oor the cars are parking on.
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 FIRE SAFETY AND QUALITY OF LIFE

Concrete buildings are more resistant to fi re 

than those constructed using wood or steel frames. 

Since concrete does not burn and stops fi re from 

spreading, it offers total fi re protection for occupants 

and their property. Concrete reduces the risk of 

structural collapse and is an effective fi re shield, 

providing safe means of escape for occupants and 

protection for fi refi ghters. Furthermore, it does not 

produce any smoke or toxic gases and does not 

drip molten particles, which can spread fi re. Neither 

heat, fl ames nor the water used to extinguish a fi re 

seriously affect the structure of concrete walls and 

fl oors making repairs after a fi re a relatively simple 

task.

If the construction from concrete in not 

correctly dimensioned, the earthquake can damage 

whole constuction.



CONCRETE IN SLOVENIAN 

ARCHITECTURE

BARBARA LOGAR

Marko Šlajmer

Pavillion Jur�ek

Ljubljana Exhibition and Convention Center

Ljubljana

1960

Jur·ek pavillion is part of Ljubljana Exhibition and 

Convention Center. It has a circular fl oor plan with 

usable area in the groundfl oor and basement. While 

the basement is fully enclosed, the groundfl oor is 

completly transparent. The structure is designed 

as a mushroom shaped reinforced concrete shell 

with a diameter of 27 m and height 6 m. The central 

pillar enables a free pass area which is extremely 

suitable for the exhibitions. Basic lighting of the 

showroom is a dot, spread all over the surface 

of the roof. The building is entirely glazed. The 

grid glazing is unifi ed, it emphasizes verticality 

and is relatively compact. The only exception is 

the entrance that opens to the common central 

square of Exhibition and Convention Center.
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Savin Sever

TGH – 48 CAR PARK

Ljubljana

1969

The building is composed of two cylindrical volumes 

linked by ramps bridging only the mezzanine 

fl oors between the plateaus, which have different 

heights. This allows the plateaus to be entirely 

horizontal with the ramp overcoming the height 

difference. On each plateau there are garage 

spaces arranged around the circumference, 

large enough to be easily used, and of a slightly 

conical shape due to the car park’s cylindrical.

The structure has a massive reinforced concrete 

frame. The central pier with an 11-metre diameter 

carries the ceiling plate, which ends in the fasade 

with a parapet, while the rest of the top is glassed. 

The huge glass surfaces in the fasade and the 

indoor glass doors allow light to freely enter the 

building. The exterior is marked by a uniform 

structure. The prefabricated reinforced concrete 

elements forming the facade coating and welded to 

the skeleton are disposed around the circumference 

and are only interrupted at the intersection of both 

circumferences. Nevertheless, the exterior seems 

light and transparent. The concrete elements of 

an interesting shape which alternate with glass 

brands and strong verticals piercing through 

the circumference give the building a special 

character, an artistic expression stemming from its 

structure. This building, with which Sever probably 

draws closest to the aesthetics of brutalism.



CONCRETE IN SLOVENIAN 

ARCHITECTURE

BARBARA LOGAR

Edvard Ravnikar

Petrol station 

Ljubljana

1969

Petrol station was designed by the architect Edvard 

Ravnikar between Tivoli road and the rail. It  is 

considered as one of the most interesting building 

of this type in Ljubljana. The roof which covers 

station’s platform is designed as a series of three 

concrete ‘umbrellas’ interrupted by narrow glazed 

offset. Square shaped ‘umbrellas’ open and get 

thicker from the middle of the central pillars  towards 

the edges and create a light roof cover. Only three 

central supports provide diagonal pump islands, 

which correspond to the expiry of driving while 

explotiting the maximum area available on the plot. 

The volume housing the store and storage is lower 

than the roof of the petrol station. It is all glazed 

along the plumbing sites. Inventive concept of the 

roof and creation of a consistent whole stresses the 

selection and ‘honesty’ of base material - concrete. 
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Jože Ple·nik

Curch of the Holy Spirit

Dunaj

1908-1913

The architect argued that the city does not need 

expensive integrated art, but cheaper and more 

easily fi tted pastoral centers. Building Committee 

has acquired the entire urban block between four 

streets and is intended to fi nance the construction 

of the church with the disposal of residental houses 

on the remaining parcels. The church was given to 

inappropriate area in the middle of the urban block, 

which was also still inclined. At fi rst he made the 

composition out of four different building volumes, 

consisting  of the church, bell tower, presbytery and 

rental houses. It was quite a new concept of the 

parish center. Lack of money forced him to design 

the architecture as a single building. He decided for 

almost square plan of the church and the temple of 

classical design. Since there was not enough money 

to build, he decided to build reinforced concrete 

church. Until then, the new technique works was 

used only for the cost effective use of performance 

for classic rock domes or arches. Ple·nik was the 

fi rst who dealt with the aestetics of new material 

and looked for its different expressive possibilities. 

Reinforced concrete structure allow him to omit 

the main pillars and an aisle which made better 

acoustic space. On the facade he used an Ancient 

Egyptian pillars made out of visible concrete. 

He used different design in crypt where he made 

the type of Early Christan church with the pillars. 

Concrete enabled him to make a very thick pillars, 

which are hidden by a view of altar. Also interesting 

are the capitals, which grow to form a rigid vute and 

reinforced concrete skeleton nodes and indicate the 

transition to the subsequent mushroom structure.



CONCRETE IN SLOVENIAN 

ARCHITECTURE

BARBARA LOGAR

Ilja Arnautovi¹

Neighbourhood BS - 3

Ljubljana

1977

Neighbourhood BS - 3 is based on 800 m and 250 

m wide area along Vojkova street in Ljubljana. Its 

urban plan is one of the best examples of this type 

of housing. The lower part of the neighbourhood 

consisting of four bands of 4-level blocks that 

are distributed throughout the length of the four 

segments. Along them are wide green areas which 

correspond with two clusters of skyscrapers. Blocks 

with vertical and horizontal indentation enable the 

main paths to run perpendicular to primary bands.

Blocks were built using heavy big panells instalation. 

The thickness of the load-bearing walls is 14 cm 

while the separating concrete walls are only 4 cm 

thick. When brought to the site all the instalation 

system are steel doorframe are already incorporated 

in the walls. The facade is made of precast concrete 

panells, always emphasising their weight as their 

defi ning charachteristic and the strong relief pattern as 

a visual highlight. The pattern was created by pulling 

ropes in the mold while the concreze was drying. 
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CONCRETE AND 

CONTEMPORARY 

ARCHITECTURE 

IN  SLOVENIA

MARTIN TOMAŽI»

HOUSE D 2008
bevk perovi¹ arhitekti

The segment of architectural production in 

which most innovative and remarkable solutions 

emerge in Slovenia is probably private residential 

houses design. The most probable reason for this 

situation is, more than lack of courage among 

architects, the market’s unpreparedness or, better 

said, the unpreparedness of Slovenia’s cultural 

space for progressive and different architecture. 

Investors are too poorly prepared for creative 

dialogue, housing and other books of regulations are 

not adaptable, town-planning demands are irrational, 

competition politics are poor - all these reasons 

frequently prevent production or added value in the 

fi eld od architecture. 

The reason can probably be found in the 

different contexts of entire process of planning 

this sort of architecture. The phenomenon is not 

limited only to Slovenia or the present day. Design 

construction of private houses, or more precisely 

residential villas, has always been an area of 

architectural experimentation and investigation, and 

it is the place where new directions of the profession 

have been manifested resulting in new forms of 

dwelling and of consuming/using space.
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FAREWELL CHAPEL 2009
ofi s arhitekti

But things are making progress. By using 

concrete on such-a-like projects people get 

informed more subtle. 

A farewell chapel is located in a village close 

to Ljubljana. The site plot is next to the existing 

cemetery. The curved, concrete structure nestles 

into the rising landscape. 

Three curved walls are embracing and 

dividing the programs.

External curve is dividing the surrounding 

hill from chapel plateau and also reinstates main 

supporting wall.

Services such as storages, wardrobe 

restrooms and kitchenette are on the inner side 

along the wall.

Internal curve is embracing main farewell 

space. It is partly glazed and it is opening towards 

outside plateau for summer gatherings.

Roof is following its own curvature and 

forming external porch.



BIOTECHNICAL FACULTY 2010
arhitektura krušec 

In recent years we can easily fi nd more and 

more successfully realised public projects which 

shows the ability of well-care treatment with concrete.

The building is constructed within a large area 

in which various buildings of the Biotechnical Faculty 

are positioned as pavilions among groves of fruit 

trees. The building is a functional and conceptual 

continuation of the existing faculty complex. In spite 

of the poor construction state of the existing building, 

it is the only context of design and organization the 

new building design could relate to. In accordance 

with the above, all communication passages in 

the new building are connected to hallways in the 

existing building.

The main entrance is designed from the 

western side, combining with the existing building 

entrance to create a large entry platform with 

benches. The entry platform serves to functionally 

and perceptively combine two dislocated entries into 

a unifi ed whole.

The connection to the existing building is also 

obvious at the level of façade design, as it resumes 

the composition scheme of the existing building. 

The façade dynamics refl ect the functional layout of 

internal premises and load bearing construction.

The library, acting as the “house of learning” is 

symbolically placed above the main entrance. As the 

sanctuary of all written knowledge of the faculty, the 

library has a dominant position both in the direction 

of the main entrance and in the direction of the main 

hall.

Special attention is paid to orientation of the 

halls that never end as “blind alleys”. They are rather 

closed by glass walls that allow users a view into the 

surroundings.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OB RINŽI 2002

nicholas dodd
tadej glažar
vasa perovi¹
arne vehovar
ana ku·an

The location is defi ned by the natural forest 

landscape. The typology of the building is derived 

from a decomposed introverted structure - two 

U-shaped volumes, turned back-to-back facing 

the outside, connecting with the surroundings. The 

entry part of the volume which faces north, closer 

to the road, is intended for the semi-public activities 

of the school, while the second part of the complex 

is intended for classrooms and faces south, 

towards the greenery. The school is a rational, 

productive and generic system, located in a natural 

environment, so that it subconsciously creates a 

certain degree of symbiosis - a second nature.

Although the authors have used cheaper 

materials (to reach the higher spatial advantage), 

public did not accept this.

The usage of concrete as part of design has 

caused quite big disapproval in the lay public.

 Coldness of material, unfi nished outlook, 

gathering dust on walls (which can cause various 

diseases, they say), faraday cage... 

But maybe there is a question: Who is right? 
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